Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd
Is proud to present its 60th Auction
Of Collectable, Classic, Sporting &
Other Arms, Accoutrements and Edged Weapons.

The Portuguese Club, Nita Street, Del Judor X4, Witbank
on 24 March 2018
Viewing will start at 09:00 and Auction at 12:00
Enquiries:
Tel: 013 656 2923 Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za
CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot #

Lot Description

A1

British Mk111 WW1 Flare Pistol
Brass pistol with wooden grips. Marked to, "Chubb London &
Wolverhampton". Various British military acceptance & ownership stamps,
dated 1915. Good plus condition but for missing latch spring.

R 1500.00

A2

Webley Senior No. 2 Air Pistol
Dark brown chequered grips, 6,7" barrel, blued finish. All good original condition.

R 1500.00

A3

US Military Pattern Colt 1911 & P-38 Holster
Hinged swivel US marked flap with holster allowing left or right handed use.
Appears to be a good repro. Used German military type P-38 Walther holster with
mag pouch & flap cover. Both good used condition.

A4

Martini Fore-Ends x 3
Martini-Enfield fore-ends x 2, one with fore-end cap. One x Martini-Henry rifle foreend.

A5

Zeiss Conquest HD5 5-25X50 Rifle Scope
In manufacturer's box with RZ Varmint reticule. Complete with instruction manual
etc. Scope appears to be brand new.
Nikon Monarch 2,5-10 x 42 Rifle Scope
Mildot model with a matte finish. In manufacturer's box with warranty forms etc.
Scope appears to be brand new.
Boer War? Binoculars
By J. Hicks London. Brass bodied binos in webbing & leather carry unit. Lenses
are no longer as crisp as they used to be, but still in a good overall condition.

R 12500.00

A8

Tasco Spotting Scope
In fitted aluminum carry case plus high tripod and standard length tripod. Variable
scope graduated 15x 30x 40x 60x with a 60mm diameter objective lens. All
appears to be in very good condition.

R 1500.00

A9

.303 Rifle Bucket
Leather rifle bucket for Cavalry/Mounted Infantry use. Presumably Boer war
vintage although there are no marking to the item. Heavy duty leather, well
maintained.
FN-Mag Tripod
Issued to Rhodesians for bush war use. Belgian made alloy frame. Good used
condition.

R 1250.00

A6

A7

A10

Estimate
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R 400.00

R 1750.00

R 4500.00

R 850.00

R 3750.00

A11

Bren Gun Tripod
Standard Allied LMG WW2 then issued to Rhodesian troops in bush war. Steel
framed, good condition.

R 3750.00

A12

No.1 Mk 3 Cutaway Skeleton Armourer's Model
Official Cut-away variant of the S.M.L.E No.1 Mk 3 with all working parts cut-away
and exposed for instruction purposes. Very good plus condition.

R 2750.00

Richardson Microfit Stock for Brno ZZK 601 Rifle
Laminated thumbhole right-handed stock with high cheekpiece and recoil pad.
Excellent condition "as new".
A14
No Item
A15
Deactivated 7,62mm PPSH43 SMG
Soviet replacement for the PPSH 41 SMG, the 43 was produced in considerable
quantities in WW2. Ventilated barrel jacket & 35rd stick magazine. Deactivated to
current SAPS specs.
A16-18 No Item
A19
12ga Brass Drawn x 30
Made by Fiocchi for Alcan USA. Three boxes of 10 each. Untouched in original
wrapping. Perfect for black powder shooting shotgunners.

R 2750.00

A20

.45acp Dies / Shells / Bullet
500 x Frontier 230g. CMJ, 200 x Frontier 200gr. CMJ, 250 x Nosler 230gr.
FMJ,100x cast 230gr., Lee die set, Dillon 650 conversion set for .45acp. New
.45acp Norma cases x 400, 329 x used .45acp cases.
.577/450 Cases x 49
Fired Martini-Henry turned brass cases. All in good condition.
6x45 Dies/ Shells Bullets
Redding Deluxe die set x 1, PMP bullets x 82, Nosler Partition x 200, Sierra x
350, Lapua cases x 200, PMP cases x 77.
Patt 83 Chest Rig Plus 6 x LM Mags
Steel LM/R4 35rd. magazines plus crossed harness nylon webbing rig. Good
condition.
Oehler Mod 35 Chronograph Plus Timer
Pocket Pro Timer is a multi-function IPSC type timer in original purchase box
from Competition Electronics. The Oehler 35 chronograph is in a plastic carry
case. Oehler has been the market leader for many years in the chronograph field.
Complete with screens and instruction manual.

R 3750.00

A25

"Artillery of the Anglo-Boer War"
By Lionel Cook, number 72 of a limited edition of 100 leather-bound books. An indepth and wide ranging study of the subject, 336 pages. As new.

R 975.00

A26

Hunting Books x 4
1) Last Horizons - P H Capstick, 1989. Hunting, Fishing & Shooting on five
continents. 2) Death In the Long Grass - P H Capstick 1977. His original book
an entertaining read. 3)The Mighty Nimrod - S Taylor 1989.The story of Selous
from his arrival in Africa in 1851 to his death in 1917. 4) Death In The Dark
Continent - P H Capstick 1982 1st Ed. Say what you like about Capstick, but he
writes a good read.

R 850.00

A27

Hunting Books x 4
1) A Hunter's Saga - W H Foran 1961. Hunting in Africa, India and the USA. 2)
On Safari - A Denis 1963. The autobiography of a well-known animal
photographer. 3) Cry of the Kalahari - M & D Owens. Seven years in the
Botswana Kalahari. 4) Hunting In Africa - Bill Morkel. 1986. Big game hunting in
Kenya.

R 950.00

A13

A21
A22

A23

A24
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R 2950.00

R 900.00
R 900.00

R 1500.00
R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 750.00

A28

African Hunting Books x 6
1) First Steps In East Africa Vol 2 - Burton. Leather bound, excellent condition. A
great book by the notorious Burton. 2) A Nobody In Mashonaland - C E Finlason
1970 reprint, One mans experience in very early Rhodesia. 3) Massacre Of The
Elephants - Dennis Holman. 1st Ed 1967. The story of the establishment of the
Tsavo National park. 4) Wild Sports Of Southern Africa - W Cornwallis Harris
1963. A facsimile reprint of the 1852 edition.5) A Game Ranger's Notebook - A B
Percival, 2nd Ed 1925. Percival shares his knowledge of the big 5 and other
game species. 6) Memories Of a Game Ranger - H Wolhuter 6th Ed. A classic.

R 1200.00

A29

Assorted Books x 5
1) Endurance 2nd Ed, 1933. The storey of Shackleton's polar adventures. 2)
Vietnam - S Karnow 1983, soft cover. The first full account of this long drawn out
conflict. 3) The Soul Of the White Ant - Eugene N Marais 4th Ed 1939. Much
mentioned, seldom read? All you ever wanted to know about termites but were
afraid to ask. 4) African Rifles & Cartridges- John Taylor 1977 reprint. A must
have for any serious African Hunter. 5)Firearm Blueing & Browning - R H Angier.

R 850.00

A30

Hunting Books x 2
1) The Sport Of Shooting In Southern Africa - Aubrey Wynee-Jones, 1992.
Beautifully illustrated, a well known book. 2) Hunting - Marshall Cavendish
Editions, 1t Ed 1980. Hunting stories from around the world.

R 450.00

A31

Gun Books x 6
1) Illustrated Book Of Guns & Rifles - F. Wilkinson, 1979. From matchlocks to the
AK47, much illustrated. 2) The Treasury Of Sporting Guns - C F Waterman.
Much illustrated and detailing many well-known guns. 3) Lyman Shotshell
Handbook - 2nd Ed 1976. Everything for the shotgun reloader. 4) The Abc's Of
Reloading- D A Grennell 2nd Ed 5) Precision Handloading - J Withers 1985,
softcover. Detailed and comprehensive on both rifle and handgun reloading. 6)
Sierra Bullets - 2nd Ed. A comprehensive reloading manual.

R 500.00

A32

Hunting/Game Books x 5
1) Cats Of Africa - P Bosman & A Hall-Martin. Informative, profusely illustrated
with paintings & photographs. 2) The Barnett Collection Vol 2 - South Africa and
Johannesburg at the beginning of the 20th century. Photographs published by
The Star. 3) Hunters & Hunted Of The Savana - World of Wildlife 1972. Covers
the birds and mammalian wildlife of the African Wilds. 4) Liontide - C McBride
1990. A study of the lions in Savuti. 5) The Hunters Manual Of Australia & New
Zealand - Col Allison. Where, when and how to hunt the antipodean game, both
fur and feather.

R 650.00

A33

Hunting Books x 5
1) Safari The Last Adventure - P H Capstick 1st Ed 1984. Dust cover, Capstick
writes a good book. 2) Death In The Long Grass- P H Capstick 1st Ed 1977. Dust
cover, Capsticks first book, entertaining reading. 3) Death In The Silent Places P H Capstick 1981. Another entertaining read. 4)The last ivory hunter - P H
Capstick 1st Ed 1988. The saga of Wally Johnson in Mozambique. 5) Hunting
The Elephant In Africa - Capt C H Stickland, reprint. A classic volume.

R 950.00

A34

Hunting Books x 4
1) Big Game Shooting In Africa - The Lonsdale Library, various authors, 1932 1st
Ed. A comprehensive look into all the various game animals and hunting them.
2)Modern Exploration Sport & Travel - N Davidson 1932. An Adventurers travels
around the wilder parts of the world. 3) A Hunters Wonderings In Africa - F C
Selous - reprint. Book in poor condition but a desirable read. A Classic. 4) Lives
Of The Hunted - E T Seton 1st Ed 1901. A novel looking at game and hunting
from the preys point of view.

R 1250.00
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A35

Hunting Books x 5
1) Spoor Of Blood - A. Cattrick, 1st Ed 1959, More tails of historic hunters. 2) The
Call Of The Maneater - K. Anderson 1st Ed 1961, Torn dust cover, various
maneaters of India hunted down. 3) This Is The Jungle - K. Anderson 1st Ed
1964. More tales of maneaters in India. 4) Jungles Long Ago - K. Anderson 1st
Ed 1976. Hunting in India in the good old days. 5) Tales From The Outposts various authors. Adventure on the borders of civilisation.

R 950.00

A36

Hunting Books x 3
1) A Nobody In Mashonaland - G.E. Finlason. 1970 reprint of 1895 volume. The
earliest days in Rhodesia. 2) The Shamba Raiders - B. Kinlock 1st Ed 1972.
memories of a game warden in East Africa, dust cover. 3) Hunter - J. A. Hunter.
A classic of Kenya between the world wars. Reprint, dust cover torn.

R 450.00

A37

Hunting Books x 4
1) Roaming With A Rifle - M. Callender, 1st Ed. Good condition, No. 223 of 1000.
Hunting tales in Africa and elsewhere. 2) The Trophy Hunters - Col Allison. 1st Ed
1979, dustcover. Collection of stories by well known hunters around the world. 3)
Signs Of The Wild - Clive Walker, 1st Ed 1981, paperback. A must for the
dedicated hunters of four legged game. 4) Big Game Hunting In New Zealand Gary Joll, reprint, dust cover torn. A comprehensive look at the big game in the
two islands.

R 750.00

A38

Gun Books x 4
1) Guns & Rifles Of The World - Howard L. Blackmore. 1st Ed 1965. Dust cover
torn. A comprehensive and well illustrated tome covering guns ancient and
modern. 2) Single Shot Rifles & Actions - F. De Haas. One for the serious
collector. 3) The Modern Gunsmith - 2 volumes in 1 - J. V. Howe. One for the
gunsmith. 4)Speer Reloading Manual No. 10 for Rifle and Pistol. Spine torn.

R 650.00

A39

History Books x 4
1)Jungle Soldier - Brian Moynahan, 1st Ed 2009. An incredible tale of one man
against the Japanese army during WW2. 2) Russian & the Anglo-Boer War 1899 1902 - E. Kandyba-Foxcroft, 1st Ed 1981. A surprising recounting of the Russian
involvement in the conflict. 3) Men, Mines & Animals In South Africa - Lord
Randolph S. Churchill, reprint, dustcover. A most interesting book of his visit in
the early days of Rhodesia. 4) What If - paperback. Several authors involved in
some way out thumb sucking.

R 450.00

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

B1
B2

No Item
.45cal Perdersoli Mortimer Rifle & Accessories
Intermediate range target rifle with octagon to round barrel of 31,7" carrying open
sights.

B3

"Black Sails" Miguelet Lock Musket
Built for the "Black Sails" movie series complete with certificate of authenticity.
Gun is fully functioning. Smooth bore barrel of 36" with steel barrel and barrel
bands. Brass trigger guard and typical miguelet styled stock. Aged effect to
metalwork & stock.

R 9500.00

R 4500.00

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

C1

German WW1 Reworked French M1886 Chassepot Bayonet
French Chassepot bayonet reworked to German configuration. Fullered blade of
250mm, ribbed brass hilt with muzzle ring and quillion removed. Shortened steel
scabbard with matching numbers to blade & scabbard. Some sharpening marks
to blade and metalwork has not been polished on cross guard. Very rare.
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R 1950.00

C2

German "Ersatz" 1916 Bayonet
For use on The M1888, M98, French Lebel and Russian Moisin Nagant series
rifles. Fullered blade of 311mm with sear point tip. Pressed steel hilt of two halves
which are riveted together. Crudely finished cross guard with muzzle ring and
swept-back quillion blade with of 26mm, O.A.L of 435mm. Steel scabbard with
two dings to it. Overall good original condition. "Ersatz" bayonets were cheap
and more easily manufactured bayonets and were commonly manufactured to fit
both the Gew 98 rifles and 71/84 as well as many that were fitted out to fit on
captured rifles. They were generally fitted with single-edged knife blades and
were issued to rear echelon troops and training units. They had a low survival
rate postwar and over 200 different types have been recorded.

R 1750.00

C3

German/Czech Mauser K98 Matching
Steel scabbard and leather frog. Matching Dot to ricasso and Dot 43 markings to
scabbard. Reversed blade as made by the Czechs, blued and fullered of 297mm,
no flash guard to hilt. Good plus to excellent condition but for isolated area of very
light pitting to pommel.

R 1500.00

C4

German Model 1888/98 Mauser "Ersatz" Bayonet
For model 1888 Kommissiongewhr/1898 Mauser. WW1 emergency bayonet
made in 1917 using a French Model 1847 triangular socket blade. Carried in a
sheet steel tapered metal scabbard. Blade fitted to a solid steel hilt with muzzle
ring ears for the M1888. Green paint finish to scabbard and hilt. Overall good
original condition with rough machining and fitting marks evident on muzzle ring
and ricasso.

R 1500.00

C5

German Mauser M1898 Carbine Bayonet
Extremely rare bayonet. The ricasso is struck with letter "G" in a balloon like
circle which Stands for Gottscho Berlin. This model 1915 was original
manufactured for export to South America but during WW1 was issued to several
regular German Army units. It has a one piece grip made of beech and secured
by two screws, cross piece with swept back finial, All steel scabbard with frog
stud and overall length of 400mm, leather frog to scabbard. Scabbard has a few
dings to it, it has a fullered blade of 360mm and a blade width of 23mm. Some
dings to scabbard rest good original condition.

R 3250.00

C6

Nazi K98 Matching
Matching numbers to ricasso and steel scabbard, "44 asw" manufacturers code
to scabbard and ricasso, bakelite grips held by two rivets, bayonet was obviously
produced in the latter stages of the war as evidenced by rough finish on blade,
cross guard and pommel. Good original overall condition.

R 1700.00

C7

German Mauser Gew 98 1st Pattern Bayonet
Steel scabbard with leather frog. Saber blade of 370mm marked to "Simpson &
Co Suhl", with Imperial German acceptance stamps to back of blade and
pommel. Grooved wooden grips. This is the Seitengewehr 98/05 alter Art (old
pattern). Some light pitting to body of scabbard, bayonet in good plus condition.

R 2750.00

C8

German Ersatz Bavarian 1915 Bayonet
Fullered spear tip single-edged blade 300mm with ribbed cast steel hilt and
machined grooves to it. Forward swept quillion. Ribbed steel scabbard. Green
paint finish to hilt & scabbard. Well finished blade, overall good plus condition.

R 1500.00

C9

German Demag/Grabelock Knife Bayonet
Generally private purchase in WW1, ricasso marked Demag Duisburg, opposite
side of ricasso marked Gesetzlich Geschultzt, double edged blade of 150mm,
steel scabbard with leather fittings, very good condition. Possible replica?
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R 650.00

C10

Oberndorf Mauser Sawback Bayonet
Sawback blade of 380mm, ricasso marked to "Waffenfabrik Mauser A. G
Oberndorf a N", bayonet has a hilt and muzzle ring common to the Czech M24
type Mauser, some light pitting to cross guard and pommel, blade in good
condition, scabbard shows some light pitting under refinish.

R 1250.00

C11

German 71/84 Dress Bayonet
Bayonet is functional and will mount to a Mauser. Excellent manufacturers
stampings to ricasso "Weyersbug Kirschbaum & Cie Solingen". Rare short
fuller. Bright finish nickel plating to metal work including leather scabbard mounts.
Good plus condition but for some loss of nickel finish in isolated spots.

R 1600.00

C12

WW1 Mauser Ersatz Sawback Bayonet
German Butcher sawback blade of 14", steel ribbed hilt. Cross guard with 3/4
width muzzle ring and forward curved quillion. Ribbed steel scabbard displaying
some separation bottom of pressed steel sides.

R 1500.00

C13

Nazi WW2 K98 Bayonet
Fullered blade with ricasso stamped "cof 44" and serial number to opposite side.
Matching numbers to scabbard and ricasso. Wooden grips, steel scabbard,
leather frog. Standard Nazi issue WW2. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

C14

German WW1 Model 1916 Bayonet
Heavy unfullered blade of 317mm with spearpoint tip. Blade width of 29mm and
O.A.L. of 440mm. Solid cast steel hilt with machined slot and one-piece cross
guard with muzzle ring ears. Ribbed metal scabbard with finial and leather frog.
Frog is "tired", bayonet & scabbard in good original condition.

R 1500.00

C15

German Tax Office KS98 Bayonet
Issued to Reichs Finanzverhal Tung (Tax office). Made by "Alexander Koppel
Solingen" & "RFV" stamping to cross guard. Typical swept back quillion and
eagles head pommel of KS model bayonet. Frog shows separation of stitching,
rest in good condition.

R 2500.00

C16

German M1914 Or SG98/14 Standard Patt Bayonet
Pommel without flash guard, makers markings which are indistinct to the ricasso
appears to be Samson, bright finished fullered blade of 311mm, all steel
scabbard, grips are secured by rivets rather than the more common screw bolts,
intended for export? Imperial German acceptance stamp to back of blade. Fair to
good overall condition.

R 1500.00

C17

German WW1 1914 Sawback Bayonet
Sawback blade of 312mm has ricasso marked to "Simson Werke", flash guard,
wooden scales held in place by two rivets. All steel scabbard with frog stud and
finial mounted on webbing frog. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

C18

Unidentified German WW1 Gew 98 "Ersatz" Bayonet
Solid steel hilt to unfullered 310mm single-edged blade. Steel scabbard with frog
stud. No makers mark are visible on the bayonet. Green painted scabbard, dull
metal finish to hilt. No muzzle ring or quillion to cross guard. Good original. Very
rare.

R 1750.00

C19

Nazi WW2 Dress Bayonet
Manufactured by F. W. Holler Solingen with German engraving to blade "In
memory of my service time", nickelled finish to eagles head pommel, back swept
quillion and blade, chequered black grips. Black steel scabbard with leather frog.
Good to good plus condition.

R 1800.00

C20

German S84/98 Pre WW1 Bayonet
Made by Alex Copensolingen, stamped Danzig under crown on opposite ricasso,
Imperial military markings to cross guard. This SG884/98 1st pattern is made of a
second model 71/84 by replacing the pommel grips. Leather scabbard with steel
mounts, wooden grips. Good to good plus original condition.

R 1600.00
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C21

German "Ersatz" P-14 Enfield Bayonet
Bayonet was obviously captured by the Germans and converted for Mauser use,
early blade stamped 1913 with British Military Inspectors stamps to opposite side
of ricasso, cross guard has had muzzle ring removed and German styled wooden
grips and pommel have replaced the British grips and pommel. In standard British
issue leather scabbard with blued steel mounts. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

C22

Bavarian M71/84 Mauser Bayonet
Second model of the first issue type, ricasso marked to "Simpson & Co. Suhl",
Imperial German military markings to cross guard. Wooden grips held by steel
rivets, pronounced cuttings in back of grip and cross guard with muzzle ring,
Imperial German marks to pommel. Leather scabbard with steel mounts. All in
good condition.

R 1750.00

C23

German K98 Mauser Bayonet
With steel scabbard and leather frog. "Berg & Co." stamped to ricasso opposite
side is stamped with serial number which matches that of the blade. Blued finish,
bakelite grips held by two screw bolts, steel flash card, pommel stamped with
waffenampt inspection marks. Frog is stamped to Berlin 1938 all in good plus
condition.

R 1750.00

C24

German/Austrian M1898 "Ersatz" Emergency Bayonet
Single edged spear tipped unfullered of 240mm & 33mm deep, twisted steel
handle a continuation of the blade, with crude mounting mechanism. Steel
scabbard with frog mounting stud. Some light pitting to scabbard, blade of 9,5" is
typically crude. Serial number to hilt.

R 1500.00

C25

German Mod KS98 Mauser Bayonet
Bright steel sawback blade of 252mm with "Crown Erfurt" markings to the
ricasso, Imperial German inspectors stamp to back of blade and pommel. Typical
swept back quillion and eagles head pommel, wooden scales held in place by two
screw bolts. Blued steel scabbard which shows some wear to finish. Overall good
original condition.

R 2500.00

C26

German Mod KS Sawback Bayonet
Original sawback version as issued to KS and machine gunners. Back swept
quillion and eagles head pommel, steel scabbard with leather frog, chequered
leather grips with small crack forming on left hand grip. Good original condition.

R 2500.00

C27

German M84/98 Sawback Bayonet
Made by Bontgen & Sabin Solingen. One of the rarest makers markings found on
this model sawback. Steel scabbard with leather frog, sawback blade of 250mm,
wooden scales. Bayonet in good condition, scabbard displays pitting. Very
scarce.

R 1900.00

C28

Polish M24 Bayonet
Second version of the Polish Mauser bayonet, manufactured without muzzle ring,
produced by Perkun with the makers name stamped to one side of the ricasso
and Polish eagle with W P to other. Steel scabbard. Good plus condition.

R 950.00

C29

Polish Radom Bayonet
Steel scabbard with leather frog. Ricasso of 247mm blade marked "FB Radom",
dated 1939 on opposite ricasso. Some loss of finish to blue finish on blade,
scabbard painted enamel, overall good condition.

R 850.00

C30

8mm Yugoslav M1924 Bayonet
Fullered blued blade of 247mm, steel scabbard. Good original condition.

R 800.00

C31

Spanish FR8/Model 1969 Cetme Bayonet
Heavily blued, black plastic chequered grips, unique "Bolo" type blade, integral
webbing frog. All in good plus original condition.

R 650.00
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C32

Hungarian Mannlicher M1935M Cavalry Bayonet
Also produced for the 1943M rifle, model 1935M & 1943M sub machine guns.
Very unique series of bayonets with a wood grip and 338mm double edged blade.
Cavalry version which copies the Austrian sight on the cross guard concept. Steel
scabbard produced in small quantities and rather scarce.

R 1950.00

C33

Austro Hungarian M1895 NCO Bayonet
Cross guard has muzzle ring and reversed quillion, reversed 245mm fullered
blade with Steyr markings to ricasso. Steel scabbard with leather frog. Good
overall condition.
Austro Hungarian M1895 NCO Bayonet
M1895 carbine bayonet with auxiliary sight on muzzle ring, fullered blued
reversed blade of 250mm with Austro Hungarian stamping to it, wooden scales to
hilt, blade and hilt in very good condition, steel scabbard shows some loss of
finish.

R 850.00

C35

Italian M1891 & 1891/24 Mannlicher-Carcano Bayonet
Wooden grips secured by two rivets, left side of cross-guard struck with serial
number. Black leather bodied scabbard with blued steel mounts. Good original
condition.

R 750.00

C36

Italian M1938 Carcano Folding Bayonet
Folding bayonet with 175mm blade, wooden scales, blade and hilt on in very
good condition, steel scabbard shows some discolouration to finish.

R 1200.00

C37

Italian Mannlicher Carcano Model 1938 Bayonet
Fixed folding model with wooden scales, nickelled finish and Rocca markings to
hilt, 165mm blade, platted steel scabbard, good original overall.

R 1250.00

C38

Patt 1839/42 Socket Bayonet
Pattern 39 converted to pattern 42 by removing part of the collar and welding a
lug to it. Leather scabbard with brass mounts, chape has been attached by
means of adhesive tape. Blade of 428mm has military acceptance stamps plus
makers marks to it, socket is marked "M R 4832 P O", mrd of 23,8mm, good
original condition.

R 850.00

C39

Patt 1884 Martini-Enfield Socket Bayonet
With Mk 2 scabbard. Brass mounts to leather scabbard with military inspection
marks to both locket and chape, triangular blade of 550mm with following
marking "R WD Inspectors stamps plus 7/84". Good original condition but for
some loss of stitching and separation on leather.

R 850.00

C40

Patt 1853 Socket Bayonet
For pattern 53 Enfield, snider and muzzle loading rifles. Leather scabbard with
brass mounts and British WD Broad Arrow marking to it, triangular blade of
435mm has inspectors stamps to ricasso and Unit markings to the pommel.
Good original overall.

R 850.00

C41

Patt 1876 Martini-Henry Socket Bayonet
Official designation - bayonet- Martini Henry- Long Common. Leather scabbard
with brass military marked mounts showing some separation to stitching.
Triangular blade of 550mm with War Department Ownership Broad Arrow
stamps, military inspectors stamps, number 717 & 96 signifying re-inspection
date. Some light pitting to upper part of blade. Fair condition.

R 850.00

C42

Brown Bess Socket Bayonet
Circa 1815, includes leather scabbard with brass mounts and military markings to
them, chape beginning to separate from scabbard. Military inspectors stamps
plus makers marking to blade of 425mm. Bayonet in good plus condition.

R 850.00

C43

Patt 1842/51 Socket Bayonet
Leather scabbard with brass mounts. Makers stamp to 426mm blade, mrd of
24,17mm. Good original condition.

R 850.00

C34
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R 850.00

C44

Brown Bess Land Pattern Socket Bayonet
No scabbard, triangular blade of 418mm, blade stamped with "C77" markings,
muzzle ring diameter of 23mm. Good original condition.

R 750.00

C45

India Pattern 1903 For S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk II Bayonet
Leather scabbard with steel mounts, ricasso of blade marked "Crown GRI MK II
R.F.I 5 43", reverse of ricasso has military acceptance stamps, blued blade of
303mm. Very good original condition.

R 950.00

C46

India Patt 1903 No. 1 Mk II* for S.M.L.E. Bayonet
Leather scabbard steel mounts, blade of 301mm marked "Crown GRI Mk II* RFI
10 44" with military acceptance stamps to opposite side of ricasso. The Mk II*
differs from the Mk II in that it has a square finished pommel, no doubt to save
machining costs whereas the Mk II pommel is rounded. Very good original
condition.
British Sten Gun Mk II Bayonet
Bayonet has an overall length of 303mm, blade is 203mm long, scabbard it
211mm long, leaf spring along top fits into barrel shroud of carbine, sheet steel
end cap welded to tube, all steel construction uses No. 4 scabbard. Very good
condition. Possible replica?

R 950.00

C47

R 750.00

C48

British No. 7 Bayonet For No. 5 Rifle
The No 7 bayonet is unique in having a swivelling pommel locked by a latch on
the top of the tang. Fullered Bowie type blade of 198mm with ricasso marked
"No. 7 MK1/L". Composition type grips, pommel marked with Broad Arrow
stamp. Steel scabbard with webbing frog. Excellent condition. Scarce.

R 2250.00

C49

British WW2 No. 5 Jungle Carbine Bayonet
Blued steel scabbard, fullered blade of 200mm with ricasso marked "N 79" which
is Viners of Sheffield manufacturing code. Wooden scales with military markings
to pommel. Good plus condition.

R 1950.00

C50

Australian Owen No. 1 Mk I SMG Bayonet
Rare second batch manufactured by Lithgow with Mangrovite scabbard. Leather
Mangrovite 45 marked scabbard with steel mounts and webbing frog. Ricasso of
blade marked "XMA" & "L Broad Arrow 1 52", matt finish to 252mm blade.
Particularly good original condition.

R 2250.00

C51

Australian L1A1 SLR Rifle Bayonet
Steel scabbard, matt finished fullered blade 195mm. Good to good plus original.

R 650.00

C52

British No. 4 Mk I Cruciform Section Bayonet
As used on the 303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1 and also the sten Mk V sub machine
gun. Socket marked "GMR No. 4 Mk I S M". Tapered round section scabbard
with a few dings to it. Bayonet in very good original condition.
British S.A. 80 Mod L3A1 Bayonet
Scabbard model L1A1. Current British Military issue, serrations on left side of
183mm blade only for special cutting purposes, black finish to handle, blade left
right. Scabbard has a hinged saw blade which swivels out, a sharpening stone
and a triangular wire cutting attachment to it. Good condition.

R 1950.00

C54

.303 Patt 88 Dress Mk II Bayonet
Nickelled finish to metal work on blade and scabbard, ricasso displays Broad
Arrow, EFD inspectors inspection stamp and addorsed arrow disposal marks.
Good original overall.

R 1200.00

C55

.303 Lee Metford Patt.1888 Mk III Bayonet
Double edged knife blade with ricasso marked "Crown V.R" and dated "5.94"
with military acceptance & Broad Arrow ownership stamps to reverse side of
ricasso, "303" Stamped to pommel. Includes leather scabbard. Good original
condition.

R 1250.00

C53
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R 1500.00

C56

.303 No. 9 Bayonets x 3
First bayonet - British military issue with steel scabbard. Second bayonet - South
African manufactured, unfullered blade of a similar profile to Uzi bayonet. Third
bayonet - British military fullered blade with nickelled/chrome finish to blade and
scabbard. All three in good condition.

R 756.00

C57

.303 Pattern 1907 Dress Bayonet
Nickelled/chrome finish to all metal parts. Australian manufactured bayonet with
Broad Arrow military inspection stamps, addorsed arrows and MA markings to
ricasso. Opposite side of ricasso marked "MA 1907 1 & 42 date stamped".
UDF stamping to pommel. Good original condition.

R 600.00

C58

.303 Patt 88 Mk II Bayonet
Ricasso stamped with WD Broad Arrow, EFD military acceptance stamps and
sold out of service addorsed arrows, opposite side stamped 12/99 and pommel
marked "I W C 4239". Steel mounted leather scabbard and leather frog with UDF
markings to it dated 1941. Good Original condition.

C59

7,62mm L1A3 SLR Bayonet
Complete with webbing frog to steel scabbard. Bayonet marked "L1A3" & Broad
Arrow British Military ownership stamp. Good to good plus condition.
U.S. Mod 1903 & M1 Garand Bayonet
Bakelite grips with fine vertical line. Matt finish knife blade with makers mark
"AFH over US & Flaming bomb", indicating manufacture by American Fork &
Hoe. Good plus condition.

C60

R 1200.00

R 650.00

R 1250.00

C61

.30/06 Patt 1917 Remington Bayonet
"US and flaming bomb" mark to one ricasso, opposite ricasso has "1918" and
"Remington" stamped to it. Ribbed wooden grip, leather scabbard with steel
mounts. Good original condition overall.

C62

French Mod 1892 Bayonet
First pattern with wooden grips, fixed by two rivets, 400mm fullered blade, steel
scabbard and forward swept quillion. Good original condition.

R 700.00

C63

French M1866 Chassepot Sword Bayonet
Brass hilt with spring to the right of the grip. Yataghan blade, fullered, with the
back of blade marked with manufacturer and year of manufacture. All steel
scabbard shaped to the curve of the blade. Some light surface pitting to
scabbard, rest all good original condition.

R 950.00

C64

Spanish Air Force Dress Dagger
Double-edged blade marked "Toledo Spain". Spanish Coat of Arms to one side
of languet, Air Force wings to opposite side. Wire bound ivory finish grip. Gilt
finish to scabbard and fittings, stainless finish to blade. All in mint condition.

R 8500.00

C65

Scottish Piper's Dirk
Basket weave ebony handle mounted with silver. The pommel is also of plain
nickel silver. Scabbard mounts of silver, middle band in the form a cross.
Scalloped blade, all in good original condition.

R 4500.00

C66

Transvaal Scottish Dirk
The Transvaal Scottish have served with distinction from 1902 to present and
have gained many battle honours over the years. Their Dirk has a typically
Scottish scalloped, fullered blade and pommel displaying the regimental crest.
Ebony interweaved handle with studs to the intersection. White metal regimental
crests to the lockets and a thistle to the chape. Leather frog and silver lockets
marked to "W.M. Anderson & Sons Ltd. Military Outfitters Edinburgh &
Glasgow". Good original overall.

R 6500.00
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R 1350.00

C67

Scottish Dirk
Forward angled Cairngorm stones set above the three pommels which all have
ebony basket weave handles. Engraved, un-hallmarked silver mounts, leather
frog. Scalloped fullered blade. All in good original condition.

R 6500.00

C68

Scottish Dirk
Forward angled Cairngorm stones set above the three pommels which all have
ebony basket weave handles. Engraved, un-hallmarked silver mounts, leather
frog. Scalloped fullered blade. All in good original condition but for some
tarnishing to blade.

R 6500.00

C69
C70

No Item
SADF Officers Sword
Fullered single-edged blade of 31,75" with S.A Republic Coat of Arms to one side
of ricasso and "U within M" & "W.K.C Solingen Germany" and serial number
0845 to opposite side. Signifying manufacture by Weyeresberg Kirschbaum
Company of Germany. Wire bound shagreen hilt and leather bound scabbard.
Sword knot to hilt. All in very good condition.

C71

SAP Officers Sword
Fullered single-edged blade of 31,75" with S.A Republic Coat of Arms to one side
of ricasso and "SAP", "W.K.C Solingen Germany" and serial number to
opposite side. Signifying manufacture by Weyeresberg Kirschbaum Company of
Germany. Wire bound shagreen hilt and leather bound scabbard. Complete with
sword hanger and sword knot. All in very good condition.

R 2500.00

C72

SAP/SADF Officers sword
Fullered single-edged blade of 31,75" with S.A Republic Coat of Arms to one side
of ricasso and "GMS Solingen Germany" to opposite side. Wire bound
shagreen hilt and leather bound scabbard. Sword knot to hilt. All in very good
condition.

R 2500.00

C73

Polish 6x3 Model AKM Bayonet
For the polish AKM & WZ88 assault rifles. Clip-pointed blade with rectangular slot
for wire-cutting. Reddish brown coloured plastic handle, steel bodied wire-cuter
attachment and a rubber insulator around the top half. Good original condition.

R 850.00

C74
C75

No Item
USSR Spetsnaz Ballistic Knife
Unique in having a heavy spring launched blade, the knife was developed for
"Spetsnaz" the Russian special forces who utilised the weapon for taking out
enemy forces quickly & silently. Blued steel blade of 120mm in knurled launching
handle. Housed in two part black leather sheath. Excellent condition.

C76

UDF/SAP native Constables Assegais x 2
Typical UDF/SAP pattern assegaais as issued to black constables/troops for
guarding purposes WW2. Both have steel ring to butt and blade alignment notch.
They differ however in blade securing rings with one being knurled and the other
being smooth with circular holes being drilled around the circumference. Both
carry inspectors marks to shaft of blade. Both in good original condition. There
were a variety of different models.

C77

Tribemans hunting Assegai
Blade & metal shaft of 20" which is bound to wood with reed binding, indicating
hunting use in a wetlands area. Haft of 27,5' with some expected wear cracks to
wood. Good original overall.
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R 2500.00

R 1496.00

R 3850.00

R 300.00

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
Lot #

Lot Description

D1

6,35mm Beretta M950B Pistol - Boxed
Ladies pocket pistol with flip up barrel for ease of loading. In manufacturer's box
which has been recovered. Good to good plus original condition.

R 1350.00

D2

.22lr Beretta Mod 71 Sport Pistol - Boxed
Barrel length of 5,9", slide and barrel have been reblued, pistol in good plus
condition in factory box.
9mmp ADP Pistol - Cased
In manufacturers original plastic case with spare magazine. South African
manufactured and designed polymer framed combat pistol which utilizes a
shortened Beretta 92 magazine, ambidextrous safety. Second variant with thumb
rather than heel magazine release. Excellent condition.

R 1750.00

D3

Estimate

R 2500.00

D4

6,35mm FN Baby Browning Pocket Pistol - Boxed
Compact pistol with black chequered grips with "FN" and "Baby" logo to them,
2" barrel length, in factory box with factory manual. Fair to good condition.

R 750.00

D5

.22lr Walther/Manurhin Mod PP Pistol - Boxed
French license built variant of the Walther in manufacturers box with instruction
manual and test target. Pistol is in very good original condition but for missing
magazine.

R 3250.00

D6

7,65mm Walther Pistol - Boxed
French Manurhin made example in manufacturers box with spare magazine.
Excellent original condition.

R 2500.00

D7

9mmp Walther P38 Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with test target and spare magazine. German post war alloy
framed variant. Good to good plus original condition.
.45 Colt Single Action Army Revolver - Boxed
In factory box. Barrel length of 7,5", colour case hardened frame, chequered hard
rubber grips with both Colt logo and US eagle to them, barrel marked "Colt
Single Action Army .45", serial number 67468SA indicates 1973 manufacture.
Gun is in mint original condition.

R 2950.00

D8

R 19500.00

D9

.45colt SA Army Colt Revolver - Boxed
In factory box. Serial number 148502, barrel length of 7,5" with black hard rubber
factory chequered grips, revolver has been refinished and shows some feint pit
marks under some of the refinish. Good refinished condition.

R 13500.00

D10

.357mag Colt SA Army Revolver - Boxed
Revolver is as new in factory box with 5,5" barrel, colour case hardened frame,
chequered vulcanite grips with Colt Logo and US Eagle markings. Serial number
61302SA indicates 1971 manufacture.

R 17500.00

D11

.357mag Colt Python Elite Revolver - Boxed
Serial number PE02337. Stainless steel 6" variant of the Python with smooth
wooden grips bearing Colt factory. Pistol is in factory box with instruction manual
and is in as new overall condition.
.380 Auto Colt Pony Pocketlite Pistol - Boxed
Serial Number NR06413. Double action only semi-auto with 2,75" barrel,
stainless barrel and slide, matt grey alloy frame and six shot magazine. Pistol
appears to be unfired and is in factory box with instruction manual.

R 35000.00

D12
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R 9500.00

D13

.45lc Colt SA Army Revolver - Boxed
Blue finish with colour case hardened frame, 7,5" barrel, chequered hard rubber
grips rampant logo and US eagle coat of arms. This is a third generation
sanctions era import which has had its serial number replaced by a WR number,
which was customary for imports ex-USA during that period. Revolver is in factory
box, condition as new.

D14

.22lr Astra Constable Sport Pistol - Boxed
In box with cleaning rod, and instruction manual. It has adjustable sights to a 6"
barrel and a ten round magazine capacity, thumb rest grip, very good condition.

R 1450.00

D15

.22K Astra Mod 2000 Cub Pistol - Boxed
In box with cleaning rod and instruction manual. Good original condition but for
replacement lhs grip.

R 500.00

D16

.32 Smith & Wesson M31 Revolver - Boxed
Snubby with 2" barrel and bright factory blued finish in manufacturers box with
original Union of S.A. licence 1960. Very good to excellent original condition.

D17

.44mag Smith & Wesson M29 6" Revolver - Cased
In factory fitted wooden case with cleaning rod and screw driver, adjustable sights
to 6" barrel, colour case hardened hammer and trigger. Chequered wooden grips
with factory logo to them. Serial number N472115. Gun is in mint original
condition.

R 15500.00

D18

.44mag Smith & Wesson Mod 29-2 Revolver - Cased
In manufacturers wooden display case. Barrel 6", adjustable sights and factory
chequered wooden grips. Serial no. N485837. As new.

R 15000.00

D19

9mmp Smith & Wesson S&W9VE Pistol - Boxed
New in makers case, 4" barrel, excellent bore. Satin anodised slide, polymer
frame with moulded-in chequered grips. Double stack magazine. With a spare
mag and instruction manual. Very good plus condition.

R 6750.00

D20

9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 3953 Pistol - Boxed
Satin chrome finish to frame and slide. Novak's factory adjustable sight, DA only
mechanism, chequered front strap and trigger guard, 3,5" barrel. In factory box
with spare magazine. Excellent condition.

D21

45acp Star PD Pistol - Boxed
In box with spare magazine, cleaning rod and instruction manual. Pistol has a
magazine capacity of six rounds and a barrel length of 3,94". Chequered wooden
grips. Pistol is in mint original condition.

R 4000.00

D22

7,65mm Star Mod I Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual and spare magazine. Adjustable
sights to 4,5" barrel. Good original condition.

R 1250.00

D23

25acp Star Mod CU Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers box with instruction manual, pistol has 2,25" barrel and alloy
frame. Pistol is in very good original condition.
.32 Webley Mk IV Revolver - Boxed
Barrel of 3", safety to frame. Pistol is in original manufacturers box with Union of
SA Licence dated July 1959. Excellent original condition.

R 1100.00

.32 S&W D/A 4th Model Revolver by H&H - Cased
In fitted leather case marked to "Holland & Holland Gun and Rifle
Manufacturers 98 New Bond Street London". Complete with oil bottle.
Revolver has a 3" barrel, top break action and chequered hard rubber grips with
S&W logo to them, nickelled finished, serial number 113691 indicates pre-1898
manufacture. Both the revolver and case are in extremely good original condition.

R 6500.00

D24

D25
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R 17500.00

R 4500.00

R 11000.00

R 2750.00

D26

.455 S&W Triple Lock Revolver - Cased
In leather fitted factory case marked to "The Wilkinson Sword Co. Ltd by Royal
Warrent 27 Pall Mall SW Factories Oakley Works, Acton, W. & Colonial
Works, Sheffield". Case is fitted with tray for carrying ammo, oil bottle, cleaning
rod and leather pouch. Case in very good condition. Revolver has a 5,5" barrel,
British Military acceptance/inspection stamps, chequered wooden grips with S&W
factory logo to them, lanyard ring to butt. Serial number 3989. Revolver has an
excellent bore, typically smooth triple lock action and has approximately 90%
original factory blue finish. Finish shows slight wear to sides of the barrel, top
strap and top of back strap includes military flap holster. Good plus original
condition.

R 25000.00

D27

.450/455 Webley "WG Mod" Revolver - Cased
In manufacturers fitted oak case which is housed in a fitted leather carry case.
Oak case has an ammunition tray, oil bottle, cleaning rods and spare rear sight,
includes .22 barrel inset and other sundry items. Oak case in good original
condition. Revolver has a 7,5" barrel with adjustable fore sight, chequered
wooden grips, serial number 7071. Revolver appears to be in very good condition,
possibly been professionally re-blued at some stage.

R 14500.00

D28

.45acp Para-ord Inc Warthog Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's box with spare magazine, stripping tool & instruction manual.
Colt 1911 based compact multi-stack handgun with match-grade 3" barrel, 10
round magazine, combat sights & skeleton trigger. Possibly the smallest hicapacity magazine .45acp pistol. Very popular as a carry gun. Good to good plus
condition.

R 19500.00

D29
D30

No Item
7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1900 Pistol
The model 1900 has the recoil spring mounted above the 3,9" barrel. Some
holster wear to high spots on blueing. Good original, with small chip to top of rhs
grip.

D31

7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1900 Pistol
The model 1900 has the recoil spring mounted above the 3,9" barrel. Serial
number 227607. Some holster wear to high spots on blueing. Good to good plus
original.

R 1950.00

D32

7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Serial number 489876, 3,5" barrel, black chequered grips with FN logo to them.
Slight fading to finish and a few very faint pit marks to lhs of slide otherwise good
original condition.

R 1750.00

D33

7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Barrel length 3,5", grip safety, black chequered grips with FN logo to top. Slight
loss of finish from holster wear to high spots on slide. Serial no. 675321. Good
overall.

R 1750.00

D34

7.65mm FN Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Barrel length 3,5", grip safety, black chequered grips with FN logo to top. Slight
loss of finish from holster wear to high spots on slide. Light pitting to lhs of slide.
Fair to good overall.

R 1550.00

D35

7,65mm FN Mod 1910 Browning Pistol
Barrel length 3,5", grip safety, black chequered grips with FN logo to top, slight
loss of finish from holster wear to high spots on slide. Good overall.
7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Barrel length 3,5", grip safety, black chequered grips with FN logo to top. Serial
number 571664. Slight loss of finish from holster wear to high spots on slide.
Good plus original condition.

R 1750.00

D36
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R 1500.00

R 1950.00

D37

6,35mm Browning Pocket Pistol
In holster with grip safety, 2,2" barrel, slight holster wear to high spots. Good
original overall.

R 950.00

D38

6,35mm FN Browning Baby Pocket Pistol
Compact pistol with black chequered grips with FN and Baby logo to them, 2"
barrel length, some light pit marks to rhs of slide. Fair condition.

R 650.00

D39

6,35mm FN Baby Browning Pocket Pistol
Compact pistol with black chequered grips with FN and Baby logo to them, 2"
barrel length. Fair condition.

R 650.00

D40

6,35mm FN Baby Browning Pocket Pistol
Compact pistol with black chequered grips with FN and Baby logo to them, 2"
barrel length, marked to Standard Bank. Fair condition.

R 500.00

D41

9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Early model with hidden extractor and dimple to rhs of slide, chequered wooden
grips, fair to good condition with some light pit marks to both sides.

R 2750.00

D42

9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Manufactured 1975, pistol has high profile combat sights, ambidextrous safety
and Hogue rubber grips fitted to it. Good overall condition.

R 5500.00

D43

9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Chequered wooden grips, barrel length 4,7" and thirteen round magazine. Good
to good plus condition.

R 6000.00

D44

9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Marked to "Browning Arms Co. Morgan, Utah & Montreal PQ". Sights have
been high lighted with red finish. Extended mag safety and Pachmayr grips, good
to good plus condition.

R 6500.00

D45

.22lr Browning Mod Challenger Pistol
Adjustable sights to light weight 6,5" barrel, ten round magazine and black
chequered factory grips, matt finish to pistol. Good original condition.

R 2000.00

D46

.22lr Browning Mod Challenger Pistol
Adjustable sights to light weight 4,5" barrel, factory wooden grips with wrap
around chequering to them, ten round magazine. Some loss of finish to gold
plating on trigger and some wear to high spots on blued finish. Good overall.

R 2000.00

D47

.22lr FN Browning Mod Medallist Pistol
Adjustable sights to ribbed heavy profile 6" barrel, chequered wooden grips with
thumb rest for left hand shotist. Very good original condition.
.22lr Bernadelli Mod 69 Target Pistol
Ribbed 6" barrel with adjustable sights and counter weight, chequered thumb rest
grips, ten round magazine capacity, includes instruction manual. Very good
condition.

R 2500.00

D49

.22short Domino Mod 601 Target Pistol
Olympic rapid fire pistol with ventilated/compensated 5,2" barrel, orthopaedic type
grips with finely adjustable rear sight and spare magazine. Excellent original
condition. Pistol appears to have seen very little use.

R 3750.00

D50

.22lr Webley MkIV Revolver
Adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Black chequered vulcanite grips. Excellent bore.
Good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

D51

.320 P Webley & Son No. 2 C.F. Revolver - Pre 1898
Ovoid form 2,25" barrel, chequered wooden grips. High % original finish. Good
plus original but for missing loading gate.
.450 Webley's No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
As used by CMR and other colonial units. "KP 35" markings to frame & 5,5"
barrel. Chequered wooden grips worn smooth, grey finish to most of metalwork.
Ejector rod & housing missing. Fair to good overall.

R 2500.00

D48

D52
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R 2250.00

R 2750.00

D53

.450 Webley RIC Mod Revolver - Pre 1898
Ovoid form 4,2" barrel solid frame with chequered wooden grips that are worn
smooth. Single action mode on DA mechanism is malfunctioning. Fair to good
condition.

R 2500.00

D54

.455 Webley "WG" Model Revolver - Pre 1898
Early model with church steeple flutes, original serial no. 5820, registered with
SAPS as WR50103. Chequered black vulcanite grips & 6" barrel. Gun has been
refinished with a satin nickel application and is very good refinished condition.

R 5000.00

D55

.455/476 Webley Mod WG Army 1896 Revolver
A particularly fine example of a Webley "WG" Army model with 6" barrel,
chequered wooden grips and 95% plus bright blue original finish to revolver.

D56

.455 Webley Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Standard 4" configuration. British military acceptance plus "sold-out-of-service"
stamps. Marked "4 M.P.F.A " to back strap & "8.09" to top strap. Good original
condition.

R 5500.00

D57

.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Standard 4" configuration. British military acceptance plus "sold-out-of-service"
stamps. Good plus original condition.

R 5500.00

D58

.455 Webley & Son Mk IV Service Revolver
Birmingham inspection & proof marks to 6" barrel which is relatively scarce in
Mk4 format. Black chequered hard rubber grips and lanyard ring. High % original
finish, good condition.

R 5500.00

D59

.455 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Adjustable front sight, 6" barrel, in original army holster. Unusual to encounter a
military issue 6" variant of the Mk IV revolver. Matching numbers, military
inspection/acceptance stamps to barrel & frame as well as addorsed arrow
disposal stamps to main components. Good to good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

D60

.455 Webley & Scott Mk VI UDF Service Revolver
Scarce 4" variant of the MK6 ordered by UDF authorities. SAP markings
professionally milled from frame and revolver was subsequently marked "GD &
PS" indicating re-issue to Prisons Service. "Winged bullet, Webley Patents
Mark V1 & Crowns of NP. BP and BV" Good plus original condition.

R 4950.00

D61

.455 Webley Mk VI 4" Service Revolver
Scarce 4" variant of the Mk 6 ordered by UDF authorities. SAP markings marking
stamped out & revolver was subsequently marked "GDPS" indicating re-issue to
Prisons Service. "Winged bullet, Webley Patents Mk V1 & Crowns of NP. BP
and BV". Good plus original condition.

R 4950.00

D62

.455 Webley Mk V1 Service Revolver
Standard 6" format, revolver is dated 1918. Carries both UDF & British military
markings as well as "sold-out-service" marks. Includes lanyard ring. Good plus
original condition.

R 2500.00

D63

.455 Webley Mk V1 Service Revolver
Standard 6" format, revolver is dated 1918. Carries both UDF & British military
markings as well as "sold-out-service" marks. Good original condition.

R 4500.00

D64

.455 Enfield Mk VI Revolver
Enfield manufactured variant of the Mk VI revolver. RHS of receiver marked
"Enfield Mk V1 1926". Very clean condition with high % original finish. Good
bore to the 6" (152mm) barrel. Hair line crack to the LHS grip. Very good
condition. Scarce.

R 4750.00
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R 12500.00

D65

.32acp Webley & Scott M1905 Pistol
Transitional model containing features of the M1908 as well, incorporating the
short extractor and side safety. Serial no. 5731 reputedly made in June 1906.
Some very light pitting to RH side of slide. Approx 75% original blue to gun, good
working order.

D66

9mm Webley & Scott Ltd Mod 1922 Pistol
Built April 1926. Left side of slide marked "Webley & Scott Ltd. London &
Birmingham 9mm Automatic Pistol". W&S winged bullet logo on left front of
slide. Has U & Broad Arrow stamped on right indicating Union Defence Force
ownership. The principal country to adopt this model was the Union of South
Africa and an order was placed for 1000 pistols in 1925. Production ceased in
1930 after a total of 1893 were produced. Very scarce.

D67

.32acp Webley & Scott MP Pattern Pistol
The London Metropolitan Police order of 1911 really put Webley on the market as
far as automatic pistols were concerned. The longer & higher hammer on the
M.P. model gave far better reliability over it's predecessors. Serial no. 68877 is in
good used condition.
.32acp Webley & Scott Mod 1908 Pistol
This is one of the last M1908 pistols produced and was made on 20 July 1939,
production stopping in June 1940 on serial number 163709. Pistol displays some
loss of finish but overall good condition.

R 2750.00

D69

.38 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Small frame variant with hammer block safety to rear of frame, 3" barrel,
chequered vulcanite grips. Mint condition with 99% factory finish. In pistol caddy.

R 2950.00

D70

.38 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Small frame variant with hammer block safety to rear of frame, 3" barrel,
chequered vulcanite grips. Mint condition with 99% factory finish
.38 Enfield No.2 Mk I Service Revolver
First variant with hammer spur. Marked "Enfield No.2 Mk I 1936" and "R.A.F"
ownership stamps. Ribbed wooden grips, adjustable fore & rear sights plus
lanyard ring. Good plus condition.

R 2950.00

D72

.38 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Ex. SAP issue with SAP markings to 5" barrel. Black chequered vulcanite grips.
Chip to bottom of LH grip. Good arsenal refinished condition.

R 1350.00

D73

.38 Enfield Armoury No 2 Mk I* Service Revolver
Ribbed wooden grips. Minus hammer spur for tank crew/vehicle use, 5,5" barrel.
Marked "Enfield 1941 No 2 Mk I*". Good plus condition.

R 1500.00

D74

.38 Enfield No.2 Mk I* Service Revolver
Ribbed wooden grips. Minus hammer spur for tank crew/vehicle use, 5,5" barrel.
Marked "Enfield 1940 No 2 Mk I*". Good plus condition.

R 13500.00

D75

9mmk Beretta M1934 Service Pistols x 2
First pistol is dated 1942 and is in good plus condition. Second pistol dated 1941
and is good to good plus condition.
.22k Beretta Mod 950B S/Auto Pistol
Pistol with 3,75" flip-up barrel. Good original condition.
9mmp Beretta Mod 1934 Service Pistol
Slide of pistol is dated 1952, proofed 1955. Some light pitting to side of slide plus
frame. Fair to good condition.

R 6000.00

9mmk Beretta Mod 1934 Service Pistol
Pistol is dated 1972 and marked PB for Pietro Beretta. Magazine missing. Fair to
good condition.

R 2500.00

D68

D71

D76
D77

D78
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R 1650.00

R 12500.00

R 2500.00

R 1750.00

R 950.00
R 3500.00

D79

.22lr Beretta Mod 948 Pistol
Manufactured 1955 with 5.9" barrel and ten round magazine capacity. Some light
loss of finish to front and rear of grip. Overall good original condition.

R 1500.00

D80

.22lr Beretta Mod 70 Pistol
Ten round magazine capacity, 3,5" barrel. Excellent condition.
.22lr Beretta Mod 70 Pistols X 2
Both with 3,5" barrels. First pistol in excellent condition, second one in good
condition with some slight loss of finish to the slide.

R 1500.00

D82

9mmp Beretta Mod 92 Pistol
Early variant with heel magazine release, fifteen round mag capacity, 4,75" barrel.
Pistol shows some holster wear to the slide. As used by SAP. Overall good
condition.

R 4750.00

D83

7,65mm Beretta Mod 81 Pistol
Twelve round magazine capacity, 3,75" barrel. Excellent condition.
.25acp Beretta Mod 950B Pistol
With flip up barrel for ease of loading, 2,3" barrel. Good to good plus condition.

R 1950.00

D81

D84

R 2500.00

R 1250.00

D85

6,35mm PAF Junior Pistol
Made in S.A by Pretoria Arms Factory. Pocket pistol with a 2" barrel, PAF logo to
grips and slide. Good original condition.

D86

.22lr Star Mod HK Lancer Pistol x 2
Barrel lengths 2,9", nickelled finish, one with a El Paso holster. Both very good
condition.

D87

7,65mm Star Mod I Pistol
Barrel length of 4,3", ten round magazine drift adjustable rear sight, black
chequered factory grips with Star logo to them overall good original condition.

D88

9mmk Star SS Pistol
Barrel length of 4", based on the Colt 1911 A1 system. Good original condition.

R 1500.00

D89

9mmk Star Mod DK Starfire Pistol
Ultra compact/light 9mmk based on the Colt 1911, alloy frame, 3" barrel, six
round magazine. Good original condition.

R 1650.00

D90

9mmk Llama Pistol
Scaled down variant of the Colt M1911. Adjustable sights and ribbed slide to 3,9"
barrel. Includes holster. Good original condition.

R 1450.00

D91

9mmp Star BKM Pistol
Alloy framed variant with 3,75" barrel and chequered wooden grips. Mint
condition.
9mmp Star Mod B Pistol
Ex SADF issue with "M within U" defence force ownership stamp. Chromed
finish. Fair to good condition.

R 1950.00

D92

D93
D94

No Item
22lr Star Mod F Sports Pistol
Nickelled finish, 4,5" barrel, thumb rest grip, good plus condition.

D95
D96

No Item
5mm American Revolver - Pre 1898
American Standard Tool Co in Newark New Jersey. Steel tip up barrel, 7 shot
cylinder, brass frame. Fair to good original condition.

D97

.45 British Bulldog Type Revolver
Satin nickel finish and chequered wooden grips. Trigger return spring unserviceable. Fair to good condition.
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R 950.00

R 1500.00

R 950.00

R 1500.00

R 1250.00

R 2750.00

R 1200.00

D98

.45LC Smith & Wesson Triple-Lock Revolver
British military acceptance/inspection stamp and addorsed arrow disposal marks,
serial number 2614, barrel length of 6,5" chequered wooden grips with S&W logo
to them, lanyard ring missing. Original S&W factory bright blue finish with isolated
patches with very light surface pitting. Good original overall.

R 14500.00

D99

.455 Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod Hand Ejector Revolver
British military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame, serial number 69384.
Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, 6,5" barrel. Some loss of finish
to lhs of barrel, good overall original condition.

R 3500.00

D100

.38 Smith & Wesson Victory Mod Service Revolver x2
Both revolvers have UDF ownership markings and stock numbers to pistol
backstraps, smooth walnut grips, 5" barrel lengths and both revolvers are in good
plus arsenal finished condition.

R 2750.00

D101
D102

No Item
.38 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Service Revolver
UDF ownership stamp and rack number to backstrap, 5" barrel, smooth walnut
grips. Revolver is marked "United States Property". Good original condition.

D103

.38 Smith & Wesson Victory Revolver
UDF ownership stamp and rack number to backstrap, 5" barrel, smooth walnut
grips. Revolver is marked "United States Property". Good plus arsenal
refinished condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Service Revolver
UDF ownership mark and stock number to back strap, part of UDF purchase
commencement WW2. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, 5"
barrel, bright factory blued finish showing light dings and scratches to finish but
good overall.

R 1250.00

D105

.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Service Revolver
UDF ownership mark and stock number to back strap, part of UDF purchase
commencement WW2. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, 4"
barrel, bright blue finish displays some holster wear Good overall.

R 1250.00

D106

.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
UDF ownership mark and stock number to back strap, part of UDF purchase
commencement WW2. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them, 4"
barrel, bright factory blued finish. Few light dings and scratches to finish but good
overall.

R 1150.00

D107

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 17 Revolver
Top ribbed 5,97" barrel, adjustable rear sight, chequered wooden grips with S&W
logo to them also known as the K22. Slight fading of finish but overall good
condition.

R 4500.00

D108

.38spl Smith & Wesson Hammerless Mod 40 Revolver
Hammerless 2" snubby with grip safety to backstrap. Smooth wooden grips with
S&W logo to them, blued finish. Good to good plus original condition.

R 3950.00

D109

.357mag Smith & Wesson 19-4 6" Revolver
Adjustable sights to ribbed 6" barrel, Chequered walnut grips with S&W logo to
them. Good original condition with some slight loss of finish to frame.
9mmk/380 Smith & Beecham Pistol
S.A. made and designed polymer framed pistol. Good plus condition.
9mmp Vektor CP1 Pistol
S.A. made and designed polymer framed pistol with 13 round magazine capacity.
Pistol has what appears to be some form of silencing adaptor fitted to the muzzle.
Very good plus condition.

R 4500.00

D104

D110
D111
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R 1350.00

R 1250.00

R 2250.00
R 2950.00

D112

.357mag Lynx Revolver
S.A. made and designed with adjustable sights to 2,75" interchangeable barrel,
smooth wooden grips. Good original condition.

R 3500.00

D113

.32 Colt New Pocket Revolver
Serial number 19952 indicates 1903 manufacture. Also stamped with number
7725. Chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Nickel plated finish
with slight loss of finish to cylinder and RH side of frame. Good to good plus
overall condition.

R 3250.00

D114

.41rf Colt No.1 Derringer - Pre 1898
Produced 1870 to 1890. Chequered and engraved iron grip, steel barrel with a
fair proportion of original finish to it. British proofs, serial number 2661 to barrel
and frame, No.1 on barrel. Good to good plus original.

R 5500.00

D115

.455eley Colt Bisley Flat-Top Target Revolver
Serial number 161896 indicates 1895 manufacture. Solid frame single action,
7,5" heavy round barrel, blued, ejector rod to right side of barrel, smooth wooden
grips, morticed rear sight, adjustable front sight. More pronounced grip,
chequered trigger and lower hammer typical of the Bisley model. Approx 75%
original blued finish remaining, good working order.

R 40000.00

D116

.450boxer Colt M1878 DA Frontier Revolver
One of Colts first double action revolver, Frontier revolver has chequered wooden
grips a 5,5" barrel, lanyard ring and has been refinished. British proofed and
British address of "Colts PTFA MFG Co. Hartford CT USA Depot 14 Pallmall
London". Serial No. 885 and what appears to be a later number of A66K to side
of frame. Manufacture would be 1879 on serial number 885. Good refinished
condition.

R 11500.00

D117

.38auto Colt Mod 1902 Pistol
Serial number 37177. Lanyard ring to heel. Built 1914, barrel length of 5,95",
smooth walnut grips. British commercial proofs to barrel. Reblued with some loss
of definition to markings, otherwise good.
.38 Colt Mod 1902 Pistol
Manufactured 1915. In extremely good original condition. Some slight loss of
finish to high points, British proofs to barrel. In original military configuration
holster with internal mag pouches with 2 spare magazines. Holster marked to
"Lieutenant J. C. Chamen". Standard military model with serrations to rear of
slide. Very good original condition.

R 6750.00

D118

R 13500.00

D119

.22lr Colt Woodsman Pistol
Long barrelled version 67/8", Serial number K88671 indicated 1982 manufacture.
Ten shot magazine. Fully chequered wooden hand grips are slightly worn. Very
good condition.

R 4950.00

D120

.22lr Colt Target Pistol
Manufactured in 1920, the Woodsman name was first adopted in 1927. Pistol has
a 6,6" thin barrel, chequered walnut grips & brass follower to the magazine. Some
wear to bluing, fair to good condition.

R 3500.00

D121

.32acp Colt 1903 Hammerless Pistol
Manufactured ca 1941. Original colt bright blue to slide, factory matt blue finish to
frame, slight chip to top of lhs grip. Grips marked Colt with prancing stallion logo
to them. Good to good plus condition.

R 5000.00

D122

.25acp Colt M1908 Pocket Pistol
Hammerless, blued chequered rubber grips with colt markings and prancing
stallion Colt logo to them. Serial number 56191 indicates 1911 manufacture, grip
safety, some light pitting to front of slide. Much original blue still remaining.

R 2500.00
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D123

.45 Colt New Service Revolver
Mottled finish to exterior. Low serial number indicates 2nd year of manufacture
(1899). Hard rubber grips. Barrel length 5,5". Fair to good condition.

R 4500.00

D124

.455 Colt New Service Revolver
British military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame, 5,5" barrel which is
marked "New Service 455 Eley". Serial number 67260 indicates 1914
manufacture. Colt prancing stallion to frame, grips have been replaced with
Pachmyar grips some loss of finish to barrel and cylinders, crisp markings. Good
original.

R 4000.00

D125

.45 Colt SA Army Revolver
Barrel length of 7,5" , serial number 33564SA indicates 1960 manufacture.
Chequered hard rubber grips with Colt prancing stallion logo to them. Good
refinished condition.
.22lr Colt Frontier Scout Revolver
Barrel length of 4,75", chequered hard rubber grips with Colt prancing stallion
logo to them, serial number 22184F indicates 1967 manufacture. Silver finish to
both upper and lower frames, blueing has worn to a mottled greyish colour on
barrel and cylinder. Rest of revolver good condition.

R 12000.00

D127

.22mag Colt Single Action Peacemaker Revolver
Serial number G70482 indicates 1973 manufacture, barrel length of 4,5", colour
case hardened frame, black hard rubber chequered grips with Colt prancing
stallion and US eagle to them, some holster wear to muzzle and front edges of
cylinder. Overall good original condition.

R 3500.00

D128

.22mag Colt SA New Frontier Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4,5" barrel, colour case hardened frame, Colt pearlite grips
with Colt prancing stallion logo to them. Serial number G102841 indicates 1975
manufacture. Good plus condition.

R 4500.00

D129

.45acp Colt Commander Model Pistol
Serial number 91524G70. Steel framed, compact variant of the Government
model with 4" barrel , smooth walnut grips with Colt logo to them. Colt bright blue
finish to sides of slide and frame, matt finish to top, high profile combat type
sights. Good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

D130

.45acp Colt National Match Pistol
Serial number 35729-NM indicates 1969 manufacture date. Colt Elliason
adjustable sights to slide, Colt extended adjustable trigger ring hammer, brown
wooden chequered grips. Very good original condition.

D131

.45acp Colt Gov Model Mk IV/Series 70 Pistol
Combat sights and Pachmyar grips fitted, ejection port modified for improved
ejection. Apartheid era WR number to side of frame. Good plus original condition.

D132

.45acp Remington 1911A1 Pistol
Pistol marked "United States Property Mod 1911 A1 US Army" serial number
924204. British proofs to barrel and frame. GHD inspectors mark to frame.
Extremely good plus original condition with very little wear to pistol.

R 14500.00

D133

.357mag Colt Trooper III Revolver
Serial number 69801L indicates 1977 manufacture. Blue, 8" barrel, nickel finish,
adjustable sights. Chequered wooden grips with Colt medallion. Mint condition.

R 5500.00

D134

.22 Colt Match Woodsman Target Pistol
With heavy under-ribbed 6" barrel, adjustable sights, and chequered walnut grips
with thumb rest to left hand grip. Colt prancing stallion logo with Match Target
below it. Serial number 206729-S indicates 1965 manufacture. High gloss factory
blue to sides of pistol. Matt finish to top of slide. Exceptionally good original
condition.

R 4000.00

D126
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R 2750.00

R 14500.00

R 7500.00

D135

.38spl Colt Cobra 2" Lightweight Revolver
One of the few "snubbys" that has a six shot rather than five shot capacity.
Chequered wooden factory grips, alloy frame, serial number C86378. Excellent
condition.
No Item
9mm Glisenti Italian Service Pistol
Barrel length of 3,9", fixed sights and 7-shot magazine. Manufactured 1910 to
1915, the standard Italian service pistol of WW1. Marked with "Crown over FAB
1910", matching serial numbers and chequered wooden grips. Pistol is in good
plus original condition. Scarce.

R 3750.00

D138

10,35mm Glisenti Italian Mod 1889 Service Revolver
Officers model with rounded trigger guard. Frame marked "Glisenti Brescia
1905". Typical ding marks round barrel release catch on revolver, chequered
wooden grips. Little original finish remaining. Fair overall condition.

R 1450.00

D139

7,65mm CZ Mod 27 Nazi Issue Pistol
Carries "Wa76" Waffenampt acceptance stamp, manufactured at "Sohmische
Waffenfabrik Ag in Prag". Good condition.

R 2750.00

D140

7,65mm CZ Mod 27 Pistol
As used by Nazi's in WW2, top of slide marked to "Ceska Zbrojovka A.S.E
Praze". Matching numbers to slide and frame. Very good original condition.

R 1750.00

D141

9mm Steyr Hahn Mod 1911 Service Pistol
Clip fed pistol with, 4.75" barrel, chequered wooden grips and large lanyard loop
to bottom of pistol. "W-n crown 14" stamp above trigger guard, matching serial
numbers frame & slide, "K" to hammer, slide, frame & safety. Fair to good
condition.

R 3500.00

D142

7,65mm Dreyse Pistol
As used by non-frontline Imperial German troops in WW1. Pistol has a 98mm
barrel weighs 680grams with a 7-shot magazine. The pistol is unusual in that the
recoil spring is mounted on top of the barrel in a similar fashion to the FNBrowning M1900. In a military type flap holster. Good condition but for piece
missing from top of RH grip.

R 1850.00

D143

9mmk Norinco NP19 Makarov Type Pistol
Would appear to be an original Makarov that was then altered to 9x17mm caliber
and Norinco export details pencilled to slide. No. 56 within a triangle to pistol.
Good overall condition.

R 1500.00

D144

7,62mm Tokarev TT-33 Service Pistol
Russian manufactured and dated 1936. Good plus condition.
.22lr Walther Sports Pistol
In military type flap holster, barrel length of 7,5" chequered wooden wrap around
grips with thumb rest, pre war production. with rhs of slide marked "Waffenfabrik
Walther Zella Melius Thur". Holster wear to high spots otherwise good original.

R 3000.00

D146

6,35mm Mauser Mod 1910 Pistol
Serial number 34059, with short extractor and hard rubber grips, which have a
piece missing of the top left hand grip, Mauser in banner to lhs of frame. Fair to
good condition.

R 1850.00

D147

6,35mm Mauser Mod 1910 Pistol
Serial number 71589 with longer extractor, Mauser banner to rhs of frame, both
English and German proofs, chequered hard rubber grips. Good original
condition.

R 2950.00

D148

7,65 Mauser Mod 1934 Pistol
Model 1934 has a more contoured grip supplying an better hold on the pistol.
Chequered hard rubber grips with Mauser banner to grips and frame, rhs marked
"D.R.P u A.P". Serial number 271316. Very good plus condition.

R 3950.00

D136
D137

D145
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R 4500.00

R 3750.00

D149

7,65 Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol
Serial number 425878. Pistol has long extractor, hump removed from slide,
chequered wooden grips, fire blued trigger. Good original condition but for some
very light pitting to left hand front of slide.

R 2500.00

D150

7,65mm Mauser HSc Nazi Pistol
In black leather military/police flap holster. Pistol has Nazi Waffenampt Inspectors
stamp "Wa125" to side of trigger guard and no markings to slide. Serial number
888385, chequered two piece wooden grips, double action trigger mechanism.
Good original condition.

R 3850.00

D151

7,65mm Walther Mod PPK Pistol
German made variant. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

D152

7,65mm Walther Mod PP Pistol
German made, 1964. Good plus to excellent condition.
7,65mm Walther Mod PPK Pistol
French Manhurin made variant. Excellent condition.
7,65mm Walther Mod PP Pistol
French made by Manhurin, includes holster but missing magazine. Good original
condition.

R 2850.00

D155

7,65mm Walther Mod PPK Pistol
German made 1966. Some very slight holster wear to muzzle. Very good plus
condition.

R 2850.00

D156

7,65mm Walther Mod PPK Pistol
German made. Very good plus to excellent condition.

R 2950.00

D157

6,35 Mauser WTP Pocket Pistol
Introduced 1918 the WTP stood for "Western-Tachchen-Pistole" or "Vest
Pocket Pistol". Serial number 67320, lhs of slide marked "Mauser-Werke A .G
Oberndorf a N" followed by Mauser banner. Mauser banner replicated on the
hard rubber grips. Some loss of finish to sides of slide rest good original
condition.
9mmp Walther P-38 Nazi Service Pistol
Steel framed wartime variant with dark-brown ribbed composition grips.
Waffenamt inspectors stamps to right side of slide. No markings visible to
opposite side of slide. Pistol has been refinished. Good refinished condition.

R 3250.00

D159

9mmp Walther P38 Nazi Pistol
WW2 steel-framed variant with original leather holster marked "bla1944" ,
"WaA159" and "P38". Includes spare magazine to holster. Pistol carries
manufacturer's code "cyq" indicating production by Spreewerke. Dark-brown
ribbed composition grips. Matching numbers and Waffenampt inspectors stamps
to slide & frame. Good condition.

R 7500.00

D160

9mmp Luger P08 Service Pistol
Manufactured by DWM 1916. Includes brown finished service holster complete
with correct wooden base magazine & take-down tool. Matching numbers
throughout including magazine. Correct "straw" finished trigger, safety catch &
trigger. Pistol has lost some finish to barrel, side plate & chamber area but is in
good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

D161

9mmp Walther P38 Pistol
Post war alloy frame variant, loss of finish to slide rest good overall condition.
9mmp "Vopo" Luger Service Pistol
Rebuilt for East German "Volks Polizei". Pistol has dark brown composition
grips with concentric circle to upper part of grip. Pistol has a "forced marriage" of
re-stamped serial numbers which would have been applied during the rebuild.
Good rebuilt condition.

R 2950.00

D153
D154

D158

D162
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R 2950.00
R 2450.00

R 4500.00

R 6500.00

D163

9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Built by DWM 1916. Matching numbers and later "Jan Smuts" number applied to
barrel. Correct straw blue finish safety, trigger and ejector housing. Good to good
plus original condition but for tip of take-down lever which is missing.

R 6500.00

D164

9mmp P-08 Luger Service Pistol
Built by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1939 with "42" code to toggle. Matching
numbers to upper & lower assemblies. Chequered wooden grips. Pistol has been
commercially reblued. Includes pistol caddy.

R 6500.00

D165

.22lr Erma KGP 69 "Luger Type" Pistol
West German .22lr. variant of the P-08 luger service pistol. Manufactured 1977.
Chequered dark brown composition grips. Good plus condition.

R 1250.00

D166

9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol
Manufactured DWM 1917. Complete with black finished leather holster, shoulder
stock, cleaning rod, carrying rig & take-down tool. Matching numbers but for
correct vintage wooden based magazine. Slight chip out of top-end of lh
chequered wooden grip, rest good plus original condition with some slight wear to
finish on high spots. Crisp lettering to pistol.

R 27500.00

D167

9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol
Manufactured DWM 1917. Matching numbers but for magazine. Pistol includes a
spare magazine but is missing shoulder stock & holster. Pistol is in good plus
original condition with crisp markings and correct "straw" finish to safety, trigger &
take-down lever. WR number applied by means of a tag. Good to good plus
overall.

R 17500.00

D168

7,63mm "Broomhandle" Mauser C/96 Pistol
"Conehammer" model, pistol is missing shoulder/holster. Rear sight graduated to
500M, serial number 26173 indicates 1900 manufacture. Typical wear to bore,
pistol can be described as "good refinished" condition.

R 7500.00

D169

7,63mm Mauser "Broomhandle" Mod C/96 Pistol
"Large ring" model with rear sight graduated to 500m. Serial number 14641
indicates 1898 manufacture. Matching numbers throughout. Shoulder
stock/holster marked to "Westley Richards & Co. Ld. London". There is a good
% original finish to the frame, barrel has been cleaned & lost most of it's finish
and displays minor light pitting below the chamber area. Bore is still relatively
good. Good overall but for loss of finish to barrel.

R 24500.00

D170

7,63mm Mauser "Broomhandle" Mod C/96 Pistol
Flatside, large ring model serial number no. 22302 indicating 1900 manufacture.
Matching numbers throughout pistol. Rear sight graduated in large letters to
1000m. Bore is still relatively good, shoulder/stock holster with Mauser banner to
the side in good plus condition and pistol as a whole is in good plus original
condition.

R 25000.00

D171

7,63mm Mauser "Broomhandle" C/96 Pistol
Serial number 193821 & "Not English Make" denotes 1911-1915. Some wear to
bore, pistol may have been refinished at some stage. Good overall condition.

R 11500.00

D172

7,63mm "Broomhandle" Mauser Mod C/96 Pistol
Large ring hammer model with rear sight graduated to 1000m, serial number
31493 indicates 1903 manufacture, matching serial numbers throughout pistol
and stock. Gun is in virtual mint condition.

R 25000.00
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D173

7,63mm Mauser C/96 Bolo Pistol
Late production model with serial number 600191, manufactured 1923-1930.
Typical 4" barrel and shorter handgrip, Mauser banner to lhs of pistol, rhs of pistol
is marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf A Neckar". Bore of pistol in very
good condition, 99% bright blue finish with charcoal blued safety, trigger and rear
sight slide. Matching numbers throughout including shoulder stock. Mint
condition.

R 12500.00

D174

7,63mm Mauser "Broomhandle" C/96 Pistol
Pistol has been re-finished with a bright blue finish, hammer has been repolished.
Fairly good bore, original serial number removed, pistol currently displays serial
number 19220 which may or may not be correct. Good refinished condition.

R 7500.00

D175

9mm Astra Model "F" Pistol
Selective fire variant with ten round detachable magazine, rear sight graduated to
500m. Serial no. 30444. Pistol is in mint original condition with a good bore and
fire blued hammer and safety. Lhs of pistol marked "Pista Aetra Astra mod 2 F
de 9mm(38) Unceta y compania Guernica (Espana)".

R 35000.00

D176

6,35mm Webley Mod 1912 Hammerless Pistol
Magazine missing. Serial no. 106998 indicates approx. 1914 manufacture.
Chequered wooden grips. Fair to good condition.

D177

.454 Casul Freedom Arms Revolver
Stainless revolver with ported 7,5" barrel, Leupold M8-2x Extended ER scope
fitted. Made in Freedom Wyoming USA, rubber Pachmayr grips. Good to good
plus condition.

D178

.410 Serena Shot Pistol
Single shot with 10,75" barrel. Pistol normally has the option of a detachable
tubular stock which this pistol is missing. Overall good condition.

D179

.357mag Ruger GP100 Revolver
Blued 4" model with adjustable sights and factory rubber grips with wooden insert
panels, excellent condition.

R 4750.00

D180

.22lr Hi Standard "Double 9" Pistol
Cowboy type revolver with double action trigger mechanism and nine shot
cylinder, imitation ivory grips with Hi Standard Logo to them. Good to good plus
condition.

R 1450.00

D181

.25acp Pistols x 3 Ortgies, & CZ x 2
D/A model CZ, good condition. CZ "Z" model, good condition. Ortgies patent,
wooden grips , some light pitting to slide.
9mmk CZ 83 Pistol
Double action pistol with high capacity magazine. Good original condition but for
missing magazine.

R 1150.00

9mmk CZ 83 Pistol
Double action pistol with high capacity magazine. Good to good plus original
condition.
9mmk CZ 83 Pistol
Double action pistol with high capacity magazine. Good original condition but for
repaired crack to lh grip.
9mmp CZ 75 Pistol
Proofed 1986, Pachmayr grips, some loss of finish to high spots, good overall
condition but for missing magazine.

R 2500.00

9mmp CZ75 Pistol
Rubber pachmayr grips, some loss of finish to high spots on slide and frame.
Good original condition.

R 5500.00

D182

D183

D184

D185

D186
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R 450.00

R 25000.00

R 750.00

R 2250.00

R 2350.00

R 4500.00

D187

9mmp CZ 75 Pistol
Proofed 1986, matching numbers to barrel slide and frame. Good plus original
condition.
9mmp Sig Sauer P220 Pistol
Double action trigger mechanism, with hammer drop safety, some holster wear to
high spots on slide. Overall good condition.

R 6500.00

D189

.320 Tranters Single Shot Pistol - Pre 1898
Single shot, break action pistol, with 7,9" octagonal barrel, frame marked
"Tranters Patent". Chequered wood grips. Metal finish faded to silver grey
overall. some light pit marks to bore. Good overall.

R 4500.00

D190

7mm Pinfire Revolver - Pre 1898
Double action mechanism with folding trigger and 2,5" barrel. Smooth Walnut
grips. Good plus original condition.
.22 Unique Mod D2 Target Pistol
Barrel of 4,3", ten round magazine, windage adjustable rear sight, thumb rest to
grip. Excellent original condition.

R 1750.00

D188

D191

R 3750.00

R 1250.00

D192

12ga Geco Jakkals Cannon
Single shot device that was used for controlling numbers of jackal & lynx,
particularly by Karoo farmers. Activated by a trip mechanism. Made by Geco in
Germany. Good original condition.

R 950.00

D193

12ga Geco Jakkals Canon
Single shot device that was used for controlling numbers of jackal & lynx,
particularly by Karoo farmers. Activated by a trip mechanism. Made by Geco in
Germany. This one has had a brazing repair to it and a 9" extension added to the
barrel.
12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun - Boxed
In manufacturers original polystyrene packaging. Folding stock, 11,5" barrel with
twist pistol grip mounted to barrel casing, 12 round magazine capacity. Excellent
original condition.

R 500.00

D194

R 3950.00

D195

9mmp Sanna HMC
South African built variant of the Rhodesian GM15 & GM16 which in turn were
based on the Czech Sa25 range of carbines. Folding stock, wedge-shaped 40
round magazine. Typical break to plastic stock at hinge point which has been
repaired, rest good original condition.

R 1950.00

D196

9mmp Kommando HMC
Original Rhodesian design known initially as the LDP hmc. The Kommando is
equipped with an Uzi staggered row magazine, 8" barrel and folding stock. Good
original condition.

R 2750.00

D197

9mm Pam HMC
Argentinian 9mmp variant of the US Grease Gun, 8" barrel, folding stock, very
little finish remaining to gun.

R 3250.00

D198

9mmp Sterling Mk 4 (L2A3) SMG
Loosely based on the Sten gun the Sterling proved to be a far better built and
reliable gun then the Sterling, roller feed magazine, 8" barrel, folding stock. It has
been modified to semi auto fire only. Good plus condition.

R 8500.00

D199

9mmp Sites Spectre HMC
Compact hi-capacity hmc assembled in both Italy and Switzerland. Ultra high
capacity double stack magazine, clip over folding stock, double hand grips,
excellent original condition.

D200

9mmp Sanna 77 HMC - Cased
Fitted with custom-made aluminium stock to replace the SA made factory stocks
which all had a habit of breaking on the hinge joint. Stock needs final fitting. In
manufacturer's case with spare magazine.
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R 14500.00

R 2250.00

D201

.476 Charles Lancaster O/U Pistol
Oval form rifling to 6,6" barrels marked "Charles Lancaster [Patent}151 New
Bond St. London". Serial no. 7901. Chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring to
butt. Release lever to lhs of action. Ribbed backstrap. All in very good refinished
condition.

R 25000.00

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot # Lot Description

Estimate

E1

.38spl Rossi 2" Stainless Revolver - Boxed
Pioneer model with factory rubber grips and manufacturers instruction card.
Revolver is in excellent original condition.

R 1500.00

E2

.44 Pietta B/Powder Stainless Mod 1858 Rev - Boxed
Boxed with spare main spring, nipple key and spare foresight. Octagonal barrel of
8", revolver appears to be unfired.

R 2950.00

E3

.38spl Taurus 2" Stainless Mod 85IS Rev - Boxed
Snubby complete with instruction manual and warranty, chequered wooden grips.
Mint original condition.

R 1850.00

E4

.357mag Taurus Stainless Steel Revolver
Adjustable sights to ribbed 6" barrel. Chequered wooden grips with factory logo.
Good plus condition.

R 1950.00

E5

.357mag Astra Revolvers x 2
Both have wooden chequered factory grips, ribbed 4" barrels and adjustable
sights. One in very good plus condition, 2nd one displays some wear to finish on
grips and blue.

R 2450.00

E6

.38spl Rossi 2" Blue Revolver
"Snubby" with factory rubber grips. Excellent condition

R 1350.00

E7

.38spl Taurus 4" Blue Revolvers x 3
Large frame, six shot, wooden grips. All good condition.

R 2500.00

E8

.38spl Astra & 38spl Taurus Revolver
Taurus Mod 85 blue snubby with wooden grips and good condition. Astra Innox
Mod snubby also in good condition.

R 1800.00

E9

.38spl Astra 2" Blue Revolvers x 2
Astra model 680 & 680 AL, 6-shot snubbys. Both excellent condition.

R 2250.00

E10

.38spl Rossi 2" Stainless Revolver
"Snubby" with factory rubber grips. Excellent condition.

R 1450.00

E11

.38spl Taurus 2" Blue Mod 85 Revolver
Snubby with chequered wooden grips and holster. Mint condition.

R 1500.00

E12

38Spl Taurus 2" Blue Revolver
Model 85" snubby" with factory chequered wooden grips, some loss of blue finish.
Action faulty.

E13

.38spl Llama, Taurus, Astra Revolvers x 3
Llama - large frame six shot 4" with adjustable sights to ribbed barrel, good
condition. Taurus - 3" barrel excellent condition. Astra - 4" ribbed barrel, with
adjustable sights. Good condition.

R 2500.00

E14

.44 Cap & Ball Remington 1858 Replica Revolver
Made by Pietta for Navy Arms Co. of Ridgefield New Jersey with 7,75" barrel.
Good plus condition.

R 2750.00

E15
E16

No Item
.38spl Rossi 2" Blue Revolvers x 3
All three with wooden grips good to good plus condition.

E17

No Item
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R 400.00

R 2400.00

E18

.22lr Sauer & Sohn Single Action Revolver
Cowboy type revolver with 5,5" barrel, six shot cylinder and smooth wooden grips.
Good to good plus condition.

R 1650.00

E19

.357mag Sauer Western Six Shooter Revolver
Barrel length of 6", wooden grips, high profile sights, good refinished condition.

R 3250.00

E20
E21

No Item
.357mag Uberti Single Action Revolver
Adjustable sights to 7,5" barrel, colour case hardened frame, smooth wooden
grips to brass lower. Good plus original condition, complete with holster.

E22

9mmp Firebird Pistol
West German made variant of the Tokarev in 9mmp calibre, British proof marks
to barrel. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

E23

9mmp Tanfoglio Mod P9LSP Competition Pistol
Designed with slide riding in frame as per the Sig 210, large mag release and
safety for competitive combat shooting, ribbed trigger guard, adjustable stop to
trigger, 4,75" barrel. Two tone finish, pistol in very good plus condition.
9mmp Glock 19C Pistol
Complete with hooked trigger guard, tactical rail and ventilated 4" barrel,
adjustable rear sights. Good plus condition.

R 5500.00

9mmp Smith & Wesson SW9F Pistol
Hi-capacity 17 round magazine, ribbed trigger guard, polymer frame, Trijicon fore
and rear sight. Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

E24

E25

R 3500.00

R 5500.00

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

F1- 4
F5

No Items
.303 Martini Enfield 1 Carbine
Rh side of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1879 III", lh side marked
"Crown VR Enfield 1895 ME 303 I", Cape Government and UDF markings to
top of receiver, barrelled with 25,3" S.M.L.E. type barrel, restocked fore-end. Fair
to good condition.

F6

.303 Martini Enfield Mk 2 Rifle
WR marking to right hand side of receiver and knox form, left hand side of
receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1900 ME 303 II". Sold out of service
addorsed arrows to receiver and knox form of 30" barrel. Stock has had a coat of
varnish applied to it which can readily be removed. Good original overall.

R 2500.00

F7

.303 Martini Enfield Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Crown VR HRB Co 1896 Me.303 AC 1". Knox form
stamped with "E" for Enfield rifling, Cape Government markings to receiver.
Includes issue leather sling and cleaning rod. Rifle has some loss of finish to
knox form and a few light dings to receiver overall fair to good original condition.

R 2750.00

F8

.303 BSA Long Lee L.E. 1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked to "BSA Co", barrel has been replaced with correct pattern
BSA manufactured barrel dated 10.38 and carrying military inspection marks to it.
Rifle is complete with front and rear volley sights and also displays post Boer War
sight upgrade. Some loss of finish to action and magazine, rest all good original
condition.

R 4250.00
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R 1750.00

F9

.303 Long Lee L.E. 1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown VR Enfield 1899 LE 1*". Stock shows signs of
refinish and some undersizing to area above magazine, some loss of finish to
barrel, complete with front and rear volley sight and an unusual form of target rear
sight. Overall fair to good.

R 3500.00

F10

.303 Lee Metford Mk 2 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown VR LSA Co 1893 II". Rifle has been rebarrelled on
9.38 with an original issue BSA barrel. Rifle has both front and rear volley sights
and a post Boer War sight upgrade. Military acceptance/inspection marks plus
sold of service addorsed arrows and Cape Government markings to receiver.
Overall good original condition.

R 6500.00

F11

.303 Long Lee L.E. 1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown VR LSA Co Ltd 1901. LE 1*". Rifle has both front
and rear volley sights, barrel has been shortened by a half inch. Overall fair to
good.

R 2750.00

F12

.303 Lee Metford Mk2 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown VR LSA Co 1894 II". Rifle has both front and rear
volley sights, original pattern Boer War sights and original Metford rifling which is
still in relatively good condition. Rifle is unusual in that it still has its originally
cleaning rod with it. Military inspection/acceptance stamps to barrel, UDF marking
to receiver. Good to good plus original.

R 7500.00

F13

.303 Long Lee L.E. 1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown ER Enfield 1901 LE 1*", Rifle has been refurbished
and barrel replaced with the correct profile 30" barrel. Rifle also has a
replacement original pattern leather issue sling. Overall good plus refurbished
condition, should make a good shooter.

R 4500.00

F14

.303 Long Lee L.E.1* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1901 L.E. 1*". Includes front & rear
volley sights & front sight slip-on guard. Crack to rear top cover and some
expected light dings to stock. Overall good original condition.

R 3500.00

F15

.303 C.L.L.E Service Rifle
Butt socket marked to "BSA Co.", UDF ownership stamp to receiver, "C.N.R.V"
markings to brass butt roundel. Good to good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F16

.303 C.L.L.E Service Rifle
UDF stamping to receiver, "BSA Co" to butt socket. Good original condition
overall.
.303 P14 Enfield Service Rifle
Remington manufacture, some fading of finish to metal work. Overall good
original condition.

R 4500.00

F18

.303 P14 Enfield Service Rifle
Remington manufacture. Good plus original condition.

R 3250.00

F19

.303 P14 Enfield Service Rifle
Winchester manufacture, good plus original condition.

R 3250.00

F20

.303 UDF No.1 Mk 3 / Long Lee Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown ER Enfield 1903 LE 1*". One of the Long Lee's
converted to S.M.L.E. configuration without charger guide by the UDF in World
War Two. Rifle is well marked with extensive inspection and disposal stamps.
Good overall condition.

R 2950.00

F21

.303 S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "BSA Co.", UDF stamp to receiver, brass butt roundel
marked "2T.S". Metal work is in particularly good condition, butt has been
professionally refinished. Good plus condition.

R 3250.00

F17
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R 3250.00

F22

.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3 * Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1918 Sht.Le III *". UDF ownership
stamping to receiver. Good overall condition.
.303 Lithgow S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3 * Rifle
Butt socket marked "M A Lithgow S.M.L.E. III * 1941". Butt has various military
markings to it including Australian Department of Defence and Lithgow markings,
includes military issue webbing sling and Department of Defence markings to
receiver ring. Good to good plus condition.

R 2950.00

F24

.303 S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR LSA Co Ltd 1917 Sht.Le III". Overall good
original condition.

R 3250.00

F25

.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1918 Sht.Le III *". British military
acceptance stamps to receiver, brass butt roundel missing, military webbing sling
still fitted. Top cover missing wings below rear sight otherwise good original
condition.

R 2500.00

F26

.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3* Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR 1917 Sht.Le III *". Includes issue webbing sling.
Good to good plus original condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3* Service Target Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown G.R BSA Co. 1917 Sht.Le III *". Rifle has Parker
Hale 5A target peep sight with adjustable dioptre fitted. All in good plus original
condition.

R 3750.00

F28

.303 Lee Enfield No .4 Mk 1 * Service Rifle
Manufactured Long Branch 1942. Overall good original condition.

R 3750.00

F29

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured ROF Fazakerly 10/49. Rifle is in good plus original condition with
matching numbers and crisp lettering to it.

R 3950.00

F30

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured ROF Fazakerly 11/49. Good to good plus original condition with all
matching numbers and crisp markings.

R 3950.00

F31

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Purchased 3/50 from Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerly. All in good plus
refinished condition.

R 3750.00

F32

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1* Service Rifle
Manufactured "Long Branch 1942". Rifle carries both UDF stamping &
Canadian arsenal markings. Very good plus condition.

R 4000.00

F33

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1* Service Rifle
Manufactured Savage Works 1942 . Fair to good overall condition.

R 2750.00

F34

.303Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1* Service Rifle
Manufactured Long Branch 1942. UDF markings to receiver. Good plus arsenal
refinished condition.

R 3750.00

F35

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Target Rifle
Fitted with Parker Hale PH5C target peep sight with adjustable dioptre, butt has a
brass presentation plaque fitted to it marked "Presented by BSA Guns Ltd to
Military District No.". Rifle has sold out of service addorsed arrows and FTR
(Factory Through Repair) marks to the receiver. Good plus condition.

R 4250.00

F36

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1 Service Target Rifle
Manufactured ROF Fazakerly 11/48. Fitted with DOW5C target peep rear sight
with adjustable dioptre. Receiver of rifle has been drilled and tapped for scope
usage otherwise all good original condition. Includes fitted target leather sling.

R 3500.00

F23

F27
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R 4250.00

R 3750.00

F37

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1 Target Service Rifle
Rifle manufactured 12/48 at ROF Fazakerly. Includes Parker Hale PH5C target
peep sight with adjustable dioptre and tunnel foresight. Good plus condition.

R 4250.00

F38

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1* Service Target Rifle
Manufactured Savage works. Lend Lease rifle which has both US Property and
UDF ownership marks to it. Very good plus condition.

R 4250.00

F39

.303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 1 Service Rifle
"US Property" and UDF stamped, manufactured Savage 1942. Rifle has a tunnel
peep sight mounted to the muzzle. Overall good original condition.
.22lr Lee Enfield No. 2 Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1916 Sht. Le III*". Re-sleeved to No. 2
configuration by Parker Hale Birmingham. Includes issue webbing sling. Good to
good plus original.

R 3500.00

F40

R 12500.00

F41

7,62mm L2A1 Indian Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Rifle 7,62mm 2A1 RFI 1965". Indian built variant of the
S.M.L.E using EN grade steel in 7,62mm calibre, 12 round box magazine, enamel
type finish to metal work, safety catch missing and butt swivel mount otherwise
good original condition.

R 4500.00

F42

.303 Martini Metford Mk 3 Service Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1894 MM303 III". Original markings
to rhs of receiver reflect "Crown VR BSA & M Co.1889 II". Extensive military
acceptance/inspection stamps to metal work, brass butt roundel marked "UMR
72" (Umvoti Mounted Rifles). Rifle is unusual in that it has both the original top
cover to it and cleaning rod. Good working order and condition.

R 2950.00

F43

.303 Lee Enfield Mk 1 Cavalry Carbine
Built on the Lee Speed action with flattened bolt handle, 5 round magazine,
21,75" barrel and provision for mounting a sling inletted into the butt. Lhs of butt
socket marked "Crown VR Enfield 1895 I", it also carries 1899 inspection date
to it. Extensive military acceptance/inspection stamps to barrel and receiver,
brass butt roundel marked "3 1896 17L 208". Enfield cartouche to stock, butt has
expected dings to it but in good original condition over all.

F44

.303 S.M.L.E No. 1 Mk 3 Enfield Rifle - Shortened
Barrel length of 18", woodwork has been professionally shortened to match.
Parcel of S.M.L.E.'s was reputedly shortened for truck drivers in WW2, the cab
being too short to accommodate a standard length S.M.L.E. rifle. Good overall
condition includes leather sling.

F45

.303 No. 5 Mk. 1 Jungle Carbine
M47C code denotes BSA manufacture, includes issue webbing sling, broad arrow
mark to various components, correct 800m rear sight. Some loss of finish to
exterior of barrel, good bore. Good original condition.

F46

.303 Lee Enfield No. 5 Jungle Carbine
A conversion by the Gibbs Rifle Co., regulation rubber butt plate with integral
provision for sling swivel, 19" barrel, bayonet mount and flash hider fitted to
barrel. Very good condition.

R 9000.00

F47

7,62x51mm L8 series Service Target Rifle
Built on the No. 4 action, rifle has a heavyish profile target barrel fitted by Enfield
in 1972. Rifle has been accurized by Alf J. Parker and carries his 7,62m target
peep rear sight with adjustable dioptre marked TZ4/47. Metal work and wood
work all in excellent condition.

R 6500.00
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R 14500.00

R 3950.00

R 10000.00

F48

.30/06 Springfield Arms 1903 Mk 1 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "US Springfield Armoury Model 1903 Mk. 1 Rifle
1132948". Rifle has cut out to side of receiver ring for the Pedersen device and
has an unusual windage adjustable rear sight. Stock is in a relatively poor
condition with replacement inlets to both the tang and heel of stock, good metal
work.

F49

.30/06 Springfield Arms Mod 1903 Rifle
Receiver ring is marked "US Springfield Armoury Model 1903 1209623". Good
plus original condition.

R 12500.00

F50

7,65 mm Argentinian Mod 1891 Mauser Service Rifle
Matching numbers to all components including cleaning rod. Rifle is in particularly
good original condition but for removal of Argentinian Crest to receiver ring which
was done as a matter of course before the Argentinians disposed of any rifle.

R 2250.00

F51

7x57mm Boer Mauser Rifle
Manufactured by Ludwig Loewe & Co. Berlin, marked "Mauser 1896", OVS113 4
serial number, rifle has a circumcised fore-end typical of many Boer rifles, metal
work has been refinished. Fair condition.

R 6000.00

F52

7x57mm Boer Mauser Rifle
Manufactured by Ludw. Loewe & Co. Berlin. Original serial no.B8317 , additional
number of 1909 to other side of receiver. Unusual to encounter a fore-sight cover
of the carbine pattern on a rifle. Includes cleaning rod & matching numbers to
bolt, receiver, floorplate etc. Initials "P.B." carved into butt which displays termite
damage lower left side of butt and a small section of what appears to be mouse/
rat damage to stock below rear sight. Some pitting to lower side of bolt and
behind foresight on exterior of muzzle. Fair overall condition.

R 6000.00

F53

7x57mm Boer Mauser Rifle
Manufactured by DWM, serial number 234 to all components, rifle also displays
early British proof possibly war trophy that was taken back to the UK. Muzzle has
been counter bored by 6cm. Rifle displays expected usage marks. Good over-all
but for counter bore to muzzle.

R 8500.00

F54

7x57mm OVS/Chilean Boer Mauser Rifle
One of the batch ordered by the OVS from DWM which the Germans were
unable to deliver because of the British Arms blockade, subsequently sold to
Chile. The rifle has both OVS and Chilean stampings to it. Overall good condition
but for chip to butt below bolt retaining catch.

R 12000.00

F55

7x57mm Boer Mauser Rifle
Rifle built by "Ludw. Loewe & Co Berlin", marked "Mod Mauser 1896", serial
number OVS901 to receiver, stock, bolt and all minor components, includes
matching number cleaning rod. Apart form one or two abrasion marks to the
stock rifle is in good to good plus original condition.

R 14500.00

F56

6,5x55mm Mauser Model 96 Service Rifle
Receiver ring marked "Carl Gustafs Stads Gevars Factorie 1911". Barrel of 29"
which has threaded muzzle for shredding of wooden blank rounds which were
used for training purposes. There is evidence of sides of receiver possibly been
"lightly pinched" during a barrel changing exercise. Matching numbers to all
components. Good plus condition.
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R 7500.00

R 7500.00

F57

8x57mm Mauser KS Gewehr 98 Service Rifle
KS model was unique to German South West Africa and German East Africa,
having been issued to the Colonial Service "Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" forces.
It has a rear sight beginning at 200m rather then 400m as found on the standard
Geweer 98 and also a turned down rather then straight bolt handle. This rifle is a
particularly good example with original cleaning rod and matching numbers to all
components. It also has a "KS" roundel to the butt. Good plus original condition.

F58

8mm KS Mauser Gewehr 98 Service Rifle
Marked "Spandau 1901". Good refurbished condition.
8x57mm "KS" Mauser Gew 98 Service Rifle
The "KS" Mauser was only issued to the "Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" German
Colonial forces operating in German Southwest & Tanganyika. Bolt handle is
turned down rather than straight and rear sights begin @ 200m for use in bush
conditions. "KS" roundel to butt. Receiver is marked "Spandau 1901" and rifle
has original matching numbers to all components. A "WR" number has been
added to receiver. Rifle has a good bore and is in particularly good original
condition.

F59

R 12000.00

R 7500.00
R 12000.00

F60

6,5x58mm Mod 1904 Portuguese Mauser Service Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries Crest of both
Juan Carlos I and UDF ownership stamps, serial number F4093 to all major
components including cleaning rod. Good original condition.

R 2500.00

F61

6,5x58mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1906 Rifle
Crest of King Juan Carlos 1 to receiver ring. Good original condition overall

R 2250.00

F62

6,5x58mm M1904 Portuguese Mauser Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries crest of both
Juan Carlos I and UDF ownership stamps. Fair to good original condition.

R 2250.00

F63

8x57mm Yugoslav Mauser M48 Service Rifle
Yugoslav Communist Crest and M48 to receiver ring, matching numbers to
receiver, bolt and stock. Serbian markings to receiver side wall signifying
production in Factory 44. Good plus original condition.

R 4000.00

F64

8x57mm M48 Yugoslav Mauser Rifle
Yugoslav Communist Crest and M48 to receiver ring. Serbian markings to
receiver side wall signifying production in Factory 44. Very little original finish
remaining to metalwork. Good bore & fairly good stock.

R 3500.00

F65

8x57mm Czech VZ24 Mauser Rifle
Built on Czech manufactured CZ M98 action, rampant Czech Lion Crest to
receiver, includes military issue leather sling and tilt up fore sight protector. Good
original condition.

R 4500.00

F66

7,62mm Israeli Mauser K98 Rifle
Receiver still has Nazi markings to it, produced "duv 1942". Includes Israeli
leather issue sling, fore sight protector and winter trigger hand guard. Good plus
condition.
7,62mm Spanish FR8 Mauser Rifle
Includes military issue webbing sling, The FR8 was a model 43 Mauser that was
rebarrelled to 7,62mm and whose sights resembled the Cetme/G3 rifle. Good
original condition.

R 5500.00

7,62mm Moisin Nagant Russian M38 Carbine
Produced 1943 at the Ishvest Arsenal, matching numbers, includes military sling
and cleaning rod. Very good arsenal refinished condition.

R 3250.00

F67

F68
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R 4750.00

F69

11mm Spandau Mod. J.G. 71 service Rifle - Pre 1898
Manufactured Spandau arsenal 1876. Barrel of 33,5", with three barrel bands and
various military markings/inspection stamps to barrel, action & stock. Very good
bore, good plus original condition but for missing clearing rod.

R 5750.00

F70

.577 Snider Three Band Service Rifle
Third model with "KT" and "CG" Cape Government markings to barrel. "Crown
VR 1896 Enfield" markings to lock. Good original condition.

R 3250.00

F71

.577 Snider Two-band Short Service Rifle- Pre 1898
Lock marked "Crown V.R. Tower 1878". Barrel length of 30,5". Mechanism is of
an unusual tilt-back configuration. Stock is in a fairly poor condition and appears
to have been subjected to fire damage. Metal work in good order.

R 2453.00

F72

.577 Hollis Snider Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 24", with under rib which is missing clearing rod, engraved lock
plate and action, stock is in a poor condition and requires refurbishing. Fair to
poor condition.

R 1250.00

F73

.577/450 Enfield II 1874 "Zulu War' Rifle
Rhs of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1874 11". Knox form marked
"S.X." for strengthened extractor and "S.R.G." & broad arrow indicating later
Southern Rhodesia Govt. issue, plus "U" within "M" for UDF. Rifle has repair to
heel of butt and an overall plum brown finish. Fair to good condition overall.

R 5500.00

F74

.500/450/No. 2 Martini Henry Rifle
Westley Richards marked barrel which is also marked "Whitworth Rifling" &
"For W.R. No. 2 Musket Cartridge". Provision for mounting some form of peep
sight to receiver. Rifle is in standard military service configuration. Fair overall
condition with considerable loss of finish to barrel.

R 4500.00

F75

.577/450 Westley Richards ZAR Martini Rifle
Knox form dated 1897, "Made Especially for ZAR" to right hand side of
receiver. Good original condition but for some termite damage to heel of stock.

R 4500.00

F76

.577/450 Westley Richards Martini Rifle
Rifle is in standard service configuration but for rear sight which is of an unusual
windage adjustment form. "Westley Richards & Co. London & Henry Rifling"
to barrel. Some fine rust markings to exterior of barrel/action, otherwise good.

R 4500.00

F77

.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Rhs of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1888 II", standard service
configuration, some light pitting to receiver. Fair to good overall condition.

R 4500.00

F78

.577/450 Birmingham Martini Rifle
Barrel marked "Made for J. Frank & Co.", fore-end has been cut down, fair to
good condition.

R 2500.00

F79

.450/577 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
Barrel of 28" carries leaf and ladder rear sight and is marked to "Grange Gun
Coy London & Birmingham". Rifle has WW2 Government confiscation stamps
to both barrel and stock, wrap around chequering to fore-end and straight gripped
stock. Rifle has been professionally refinished and is in good plus refinished
condition.

R 4500.00

F80

.577/450 Martini Sporting Rifle by Rawbone
Barrel of 28,75" carrying leaf & ladder rear sight and marked to "W. M.
Rawbone Cape Town". Horn fore-end tip, straight wrist and steel buttplate. Fair
overall condition.

R 2750.00
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F81

.461 Gibbs Farquharson Rifle
Barrel has been "circumcised" to 28" and chamber reamed out to .577/450
caliber due no doubt to a shortage of the original .461 Gibbs rounds. Barrel is
marked "1734 George Gibbs 39 Corn Street Bristol". Action has 90% scroll
engraving to it and is marked "Farqharsons Patent 380" & "George Gibbs
Bristol". Engraving is still crisp & sharp. Stock of well-figured walnut has wraparound chequering to fore-end and grip and horn grip cap with some slight insect
damage to it. Provision for back position to butt & also tang sights to grip. Clean
bore with minimal depth Metford rifling to it. A sought-after rifle which would
benefit from some TLC.

R 37500.00

F82

.44/40 Winchester 1873 "Afrika" Model Lever Rifle
Fitted with "Afrika" six leaf express & ladder rear sights. Octagonal 24,25" barrel
marked "Winchester Repeating Arms New Haven Conn. U.S.A. - King's
Improvement Patented March 29 1866. October 16 1860". Serial no.
487331P. Full length tubular magazine, steel cap to fore-end, crescent steel
buttplate to walnut stock. Stock & fore-end in good original condition, some faint
pit marks to receiver, barrel in good condition. Grey finish to metalwork. Period
control number stamped to receiver. Overall good original condition.

R 25000.00

F83

.30m1 Carbine Winchester Rifle
Manufactured by Winchester, Serial number 6582370 indicates 1944
manufacture. Early configuration gun with flat topped bolt, rifle has original oil
bottle and military webbing sling. Good original condition.

R 12500.00

F84

.30M1 Carbine by General Motors
Manufactured by Inland Division of General Motors, serial number 5342266
indicates 1943/4 manufacture. Rifle includes oil bottle, sling and spare magazine
fixed with banana type clip, barrel marked "Inland Mfg Div General Motors 744".
Rifle displays some loss of finish to barrel but overall good original condition.

R 12000.00

F85
F86

No Item
7,62x39mm Hungarian AK47 Rifle
Solid milled receiver rather than stamped pressing as found on the AKM's.
Wooden furniture, issue webbing sling. Very good plus condition.

F87

.223 Colt AR15 Rifle
Includes military issue webbing sling, one of the early first generation Colt guns,
model SP1. Serial number SP03971. Registered with SAPS under WR94789.
Action displays slight loss of finish to carrying handle, the rest all good plus
condition.

R 20000.00

F88

.223 Olympic Arms M4 Type Rifle
Fitted with broad webbing sling, American made Mod M.F.R. Rifle has M4 type
telescoping butt and barrel length of 17,5", forward assist lever to action, twenty
round magazine. Very good plus condition.

R 12500.00

F89

7,62x39mm Saiga Rifle - Dragunov Scope
Equipped with military type illuminating Mod PS-01 NPZ 4X with Mil. range-finding
reticule scope as issued on the Dragunov rifles. Scope marked "MOCN 6x24
Made in Byelarus No 0004573". Rifle made by Izmash with folding polymer
stock, made in 1998. Includes issue webbing sling. Excellent condition.

R 19500.00

F90

5.56 LM5 Rifle
Designed for armoured crewmen and the like who needed a shorter weapon than
the R4. Rifle is not issued with folding bipod as found on the R4 series rifle.
Includes flip up night sights, issue broad webbing sling. Extremely good original
condition.

R 19500.00
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R 25000.00

F91

7,62x51mm Heckler & Koch G3 Service Rifle
Converted to semi auto only, manufacture by "FMP10/66". Includes webbing
sling, no doubt one of the large number of G3 rifles originally utilized by the
Portuguese Forces in Angola and Mozambique many of which were subsequently
taken over by the South African and Rhodesian Forces. Good original condition.

F92

7,62 R1 (FN) Rifle
SADF standard issue rifle with receiver marked "R1 7,62mm U within M".
Matching number to upper and lower receivers. SADF ownership stamp to lower
receiver as well. Type 2 configuration rifle with horizontal take down mechanism.
Standard synthetic stocks, Good overall condition.

R 14500.00

F93

.308win FN FAL Rifle
Commercial variant of the FAL marked "FAL cal .308" with extended flash hider
to 20" barrel. Rifle is in extremely good original condition.

R 19500.00

F94

.30-30 Winchester M94 Carbine.
Serial no. 299893 indicates 1903 manufacture. Rifle has a 20" round barrel with
an unusual three-leaf rear sight and adjustable, folding tang sight to the receiver.
Rifle also has a saddle ring fitted to the left side of the receiver. This option was
done away with in 1925. Straight gripped walnut stock & fore-end. Rifle has been
refinished and displays some light pitting to the front left-hand side of the barrel,
otherwise all good refinished condition.

R 12500.00

F95

.30-30 Winchester M94 Carbine.
Serial no. 3853470 indicates 1971 manufacture. Ajustable rear sight to 20" barrel,
straight gripped walnut stock with "Winchester" buttplate. Colour case-hardened
action with scroll factory engraving to it. Good to good plus original condition.

R 12500.00

F96

.577 Snider Carbine
Belgian made variant, rear sight missing. Fair condition.

R 1500.00

F97

.380cal Francotte Sporting Martini Rifle
Marked "A. Francotte Brevette". Centre fire on miniature Martini action, barrel
length of 26,5", loss of bluing to barrel. Fair to good condition.

R 2250.00

F98

.360 Martini Sporting Rifle
By "Field of London". Three leaf rear sight to 27,25" barrel, chequered fore-end
and wrist, painted finish to barrel, miniature martini action. Rifle should clean up
well.

R 2250.00

F99

.22lr Jeffery Rook Rifle
Single shot side lever, tip up hammer action with 25,5" barrel. Extensive
engraving to action, provision for mounting peep sight to tang, barrel marked to
"W. J. Jeffery & Co Ltd 13 King Street St. James London SW" and also
"Jeffery Rifles hold the highest record in the world for accuracy of
shooting". Wrap around chequering and horn tip to fore-end, two panel
chequering to wrist, stock has been professionally "refreshed". Overall rifle is in
good plus condition with a good bore.

R 5000.00

F100

.44/40 Winchester Greener Martini Sporting Rifle
Ovoid form barrel of 26,5" with five-leaf rear sight. Horn fore-end tip. Piece of
wood missing from grip where it butts up to action. A sporter built on the miniature
Martini center-fire action. Fair to good condition. Would clean-up well.

R 1950.00

F101

.410 Liege Shotgun
Barrels marked to "Meizer-Duquenne Liege", side lever hammer action in
"Poachers" configuration with 29,25" folding barrels. Good plus condition.

R 2500.00

F102

.22/410 Savage Combination
Wooden stock, barrel length of 24", bores of both barrels are in very good
condition, hammer action with side selector. Good plus overall condition.

R 2500.00
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R 9500.00

F103

.22 BSA Pump Action Rifle
Barrel length of 21,5", blue professionally refinished at some stage. Good overall
condition.
.22lr BSA Martini Cadet Target Rifle
Tunnel fore sight to 29" barrel, 12" fore-end, PH16N target rear sight with
adjustable dioptre, extension piece fitted to butt. Fair to good overall.

R 1950.00

F105

.22lr Mauser Mn410B Rifle
Light weight sporting rifle with 23,5" barrel, tangent rear sight, schnabel tip to foreend and Mauser banner to butt. Serial number 201634 indicates 1934
manufacture. All good original condition but for missing magazine. Magazines are
readily available for this model.

R 3750.00

F106

.22lr Tyrol Mod 5022 Rifle
Austrian made bolt action, clip fed sporter with 22,75" barrel, some wear to
blueing should clean up well.

R 1450.00

F107

.22lr Brno Mod. 5 Sporting Rifle
A relatively scarce variant of the Brno featuring 22,75" barrel with three leaf rear
sight manufactured 1974. Good original condition but for missing magazine.

R 4500.00

F108

.22lr Brno Rifle
Fitted with 4x32 Tasco Compact scope, five round magazine, 22,5" barrel. All in
excellent refinished condition.
BSA "Standard" Model No.2 Air Rifle
T series serial number range, produced 1936 to 1939. Gun professionally
refinished.
.22lr Gevarm Semi-Auto Rifle
Action all steel manufacture, walnut stock, 21,5" barrel with open sights, five
round magazine. Good plus condition.

R 5500.00

.22lr Winchester Mod 67 Single Shot Bolt Act Rifle
Good original condition.
.22lr Anschutz Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Trijicon 4x32 scope, rifle has 21,5" barrel bolt action mechanism and
five round clip fed magazine. Stock has dark wood fore-end and grip cap and
ventilated recoil pad. All in good plus condition.

R 500.00

F104

F109

F110

F111
F112

R 1850.00

R 1450.00

R 1950.00

R 2250.00

F113

12ga Browning Model A5 S/A Shotgun
Also known as the hump back. Shotgun has a 23,5" barrel and 14,5" length of
pull. Very good refinished condition.

R 2750.00

F114

12ga Winchester Mod 1911.S.L Shotgun
Knurled cocking grooves to 27.75" full choke nickel steel barrel & take down
mechanism to action. Serial number A52215. Some handling marks to knox form
of barrel, very little finish remaining to receiver. Fair to good condition.

R 2750.00

F115

12ga Browning Model 2000 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Belgian made gun with 28" three quarter choke barrel. Three round magazine
capacity, engraving to receiver, high gloss finish to butt which has wrap around
chequering to fore end and two panel chequering to butt. All in very good
condition.

R 7500.00

F116

12ga Greener GP Single Barrel Shotgun
Built on Greener Takedown Martini Action with 29" barrel, recoil pad to walnut
butt, some loss of finish to barrel and receiver. Overall good condition.

R 2950.00

F117

12ga Spanish S/S Hammer Shotgun
Modern nitro proofed gun with 29,75" barrels and 4 holes taped into the top rib for
some form of sight mounting. Bar action locks with extensive engraving to them,
rubber recoil pad poorly fitted to stock, some carrying wear loss of finish to
barrels. Good bores, tight action. Gun would clean up well with proper fitting of
recoil pad.

R 1500.00
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F118

.410 Iver Johnson S/S Shotgun
Hercules grade gun with 28" barrels to box lock non-ejector action, bores
chambered for 3" shells with some light pitting marks to chamber. Gun is in good
refinished condition but for some blemishes to bore.

R 2250.00

F119

9,3x57R/16ga German Hammer Drilling
Back-action hammer sidelocks to snap under-lever action displaying border
engraving. Barrels of 26,75" with folding single-leaf rear sight. Good bores, tight
action. Semi-pistol gip stock with cheek-piece. Good original condition.
8x60 Oberndorf Mauser A Type Rifle
Rifle is fitted with side mounted Lyman peep sight. Serial number 117807
indicates 1936-1937 manufacture and the rifle is listed in Jon Speed's Mauser
book as an A-type 8x60 rifle. Trigger guard type release to hinged floor plate, four
leaf express rear sight, barrel band swivel and ramp fore sight to 24" barrel. Well
figured stock has horn fore end tip, wrap around chequering to fore end and grip,
cheek piece and solid red recoil pad. Good bore, silver escutcheon plate with
former owners initials to butt. Rifle in good plus professionally refinished
condition.

R 6000.00

F120

R 32500.00

F121

.243win Krico Sporting Rifle - Scoped
Rifle is scoped with a Lynx Professional series 3-9x42 scope on German QD
mounts. Open sights to 24" barrel. Detachable box magazine. Wrap-around
"Fleur-De-Lys" type chequering to both fore-end and grip. Dark wooden tips to
fore-end & grip caps. Bavarian styled cheekpiece & ventilated recoil pad. All in
extremely good condition.

R 11000.00

F122

243win Musgrave Rifle
Fitted with Nikon Monarch 3-12 16X scope with external parallax adjustment, built
on RSA Lyttleton box fed magazine action, open sights to 26" barrel, Monte
Carlo type stock with skip line chequering. Good original condition overall.

R 14000.00

F123

.243win Anschutz Mod 1574 Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Karles 3-9x42 scope on QD mounts, open sights to 24" barrel, skip
line chequering to roll over Monte Carlo stock of well figured walnut. Includes
manufacturer's scope box. Good bore, very good plus condition overall.

R 8500.00

F124

.243win Winchester Mod 88 Lever Action Rifle
Barrel of 21,5" fitted with open sights to it. Weaver one-piece scope base to
receiver. Five round detachable box magazine. Serial number 123982A. Stock
displays some light dings/scratches which would clean-up well, bore, barrel &
action in very good plus condition.

R 14500.00

F125

.275 Rigby Sporting Rifle
Built by Rigby on the M98 Oberndorf Mauser action. Serial number 5772, receiver
ring marked "Rigby .275 High Velocity". Action drilled and tapped for scope
mounting with swept bolt handle, barrel of 21,5" has three leaf express type rear
sight, barrel swivel and typically Rigby styled fore sight, barrel marked to "John
Rigby & Co. 43 Satville St London". Wrap around chequering to fore-end, two
panel chequering to stock, silvers recoil pad to typically simply styled Rigby lines.
Rifle has a small repaired chip to tang. Good to good plus bore, good plus
refinished condition.
7x57mm Mauser Afrika Model Sporting Rifle
Built on an intermediate length action by Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf AN with
Mauser banner crest to receiver. Serial number 97307 indicates 1928
manufacture. Ribbed barrel with tangent rear sight and marked "Mauser Werke
AG Oberndorf aM Neckar". Barrel length of 28", stock extends to two thirds of
the barrel length, lever release floor plate, chequered pistol grip to stock, cheek
piece and Mauser butt plate to stock. Good plus bore, good plus original
condition.

R 60000.00

F126
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R 35000.00

F127

7x57 Mauser Rifle - Scoped
Rifle is built on commercial small ring M98 action with a German scope on QD
hook-in mounts. Ribbed octagon to round 24" barrel with two-leaf rear sight and
integral ramped fore-sight. Good bore and barrel marked "Bohler Stahl". Double
trigger mechanism, engraving to floor plate & receiver. Typical German stock
lines with schnabel fore-end, semi pistol grip, cheekpiece and steel buttplate to
stock. Rifle has been professionally refinished and is in very good condition.

R 14500.00

F128

7x64mm Mannlicher "Classic" Model Sporting Rifle
Steyr Mannlicher's top model sporting with a 24" fire blued barrel carrying open
sights and a stock of very well figured walnut. Polished and engraved steel
receiver, bolt, trigger guard and magazine. Adjustable trigger. "Mannlicher
Classic" to side of receiver. Stock of very well figured walnut with cheekpiece,
two panel chequering to wrist and fore-end and dark grip & tip caps. Gun is in
mint condition.

R 37500.00

F129

.303 BSA Lee Speed Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 27,5" having leaf and ladder rear sight and typical English
sporting fore sight. Flat bolt handle, five round magazine and border engraving to
action. Rifle is equipped with a chequered pistol grip stock which shows wear to
the chequering. Overall fair to good condition.

R 2500.00

F130

.303 BSA Sporting Rifle
Built on the BSA P14 Enfield sporting action with open sights to 25,5" barrel. Rifle
regulated/proofed for 215 grain bullet and attractive walnut stock with wrap
around chequering to fore-end, two panel chequering to pistol grip, Monte Carlo
type butt with ventilated recoil pad fitted. Good bore, good overall condition.

R 5500.00

F131

.30/06 Mannlicher Schoenauer M72 Rifle-Scoped
Steel rotary magazine, open sights to 24" barrel with typical hammer-forging swirl
to chamber area. Tasco 3-9X40 scope on Lynx type mounts. Dark wood fore-end
tip & grip-cap. Wraparound chequering to fore-end & two panel chequering to
wrist. Monte Carlo type butt & ventilated Steyr recoil pad. Very good condition.
one of the more desirable Mannlicher rifles.

R 22500.00

F132

8x60s Mannlicher Schoenauer Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with 4x32 Karles scope on correct German QD claw mounts, barrel length
of 24" has four leaf express rear sight and ramp fore sight. Extended lower tang,
butt trap to heel plate, walnut stock with cheek piece, two panel chequering to
grip and wrap around chequering to fore end, good bore. Includes box for Kahles
scope. Good plus overall condition. There is also an extensive list of reloading
components and dies available from the owner.

R 12000.00

F133

7,9x57mm Mauser Rifle By Imman Meffert Suhl
Ribbed barrel of 30,5" marked to "R. Muller Cape Town Sole Agents for South
Africa". Rifle is built on an engraved small ring M98 action and has a surprisingly
good bore to it. Straight gripped stock with wrap around chequering. Good to
good plus overall condition.

R 6500.00

F134

.318wr A Type Mauser Sporting Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf aN". Stippled
receiver, serial number 95896 indicates 1926/7 manufacture. Express rear sights,
barrel band and ramp fore sight to 24" barrel. Action has been drilled and tapped
with scope bases fitted, bent bolt and 45 degree low scope safety. Hinged
magazine floor plate, well figured stock has horn fore-end tip, wrap around
chequering to fore-end and wrist, cheek piece to butt and replacement Pachmayr
recoil pad, good bore. Good to good plus condition.

R 12500.00
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F135

9x57mm A-Type Mauser Sporting Rifle
Serial number 103189 indicates 1929 manufacture. Fitted with Schmidt & Bender
6x42 scope on QD mounts, Winchester M70 type safety, lever release floor plate,
Thor trigger. Barrel length of 24" with four leaf express rear sight, barrel band
swivel and ramp fore sight. Well figured walnut stock with horn fore-end tip and
grip cap and wrap around chequering to fore end and grip, cheek piece and
Mauser butt plate, good bore, metal work in good to good plus condition. Includes
manufacturer's scope box. Overall good to very good condition. There is also an
extensive list of reloading components including dies which is available if any one
is interested and one can negotiate directly with the seller.

R 14500.00

F136

9x57 Mauser Type B Sporting Rifle
Manufactured "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf". Serial number 96939
indicates 1927 manufacture, tangent sights to 24" barrel. Lever release mag
plate, chequering to wrist, cheek piece to stock, original Mauser butt plate is
cracked and would need replacement. Matching numbers to barrel, receiver and
bolt. Fair overall condition.
9,3x62mm Oberndorf Mauser Ribbed Octagonal Rifle
Octagonal barrel sporting rifle manufactured by "Mauser Werke AG Oberndorf
a/N", serial number 110010 indicates 1932 manufacture. Rifle has 24" ribbed
octagonal barrel with tangent rear sight and marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser AG
Oberndorf a/Neckar". Rifle has schnabel fore end with wrap around chequering
to fore end two panel chequering to grip, cheek piece and solid red Silvers pad to
butt. Rifle is in particularly good refinished condition with fire blued trigger,
magazine plate and bolt stop to it.

R 12500.00

9,5mm Imman Meffert Sporting Rifle
Octagonal 29" barrel of Krupp steel and marked to "R. Muller Cape Town Sole
Agent For South Africa". Barrel has a five leaf and ladder rear sight and is built
on a small ring Mauser 98 action which is engraved, two panel chequering to fore
end and wrist, cheek piece to butt which also carries a ribbed steel butt plate,
fairly good bore. Fair to good overall condition.
.375H&H mag Holland & Holland Sporting Rifle
Island type rear sight to 25" barrel with barrel band swivel and ramp fore-sight.
Stippled top to receiver which has been drilled & tapped for scope use and swept
bolt handle fitted. Barrel marked to "Holland & Holland 98 New Bond Street
London" with London proof marks to knox form. Magnum type sloped magazine
box with steel floor plate. Serial no. 28150 to trigger guard. Classic English styled
stock with dark fore-end tip, wrap-around chequering to fore-end & wrist, cheek
piece and Silvers recoil pad to stock of better grade walnut. Take-down type
stock, steel grip cap with trap to grip. Good bore, rifle in good refinished condition.

R 5500.00

F137

F138

F139

R 32500.00

R 65000.00

F140

.375H&H mag Brno ZKK602 Rifle
Rifle proofed 1994, includes Bushnel 1,75-5X scope on Lynx rings. Rifle has a
Bavarian styled stock. Overall very good plus original condition.

R 14500.00

F141

.416Rigby Mahillon Sporting Rifle
Built by Mahillon on the FN Mauser sporting action with magnum magazine box
and fully engraved floor plate. Integral quarter rib with one fixed & two folding
leaves. Ramp foresight and barrel band swivel to 24,5" barrel. Wrap around
chequering to wrist & fore-end of superior grade walnut stock. Red ventilated
recoil pad and horn tips to fore-end and grip caps. This is a superior grade gun
with fine detailed engraving bolt, action and barrel. Excellent condition.

R 60000.00
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F142

5,7mm Voere UCC CaselessVEC 91 Sporting Rifle
Unique bolt action sporting rifle designed to fire the 5,7mmx26 caseless
ammunition. Built only for a short period, the rifle looks like a conventional
sporting rifle with a 20" barrel carrying open sights and a detachable magazine.
Electronic ignition powered by two batteries that Voere claim are good for 50000
rounds. A standard 55gr. bullet travelling at 3050 fps. Well figured, Bavarian
styled stock with dark wood fore-end tip & gripcap, skipline chequering to foreend & grip and ventilated recoil pad. Rifle appears to be unfired and is in "As new"
condition. Rifle sold for $2200 when first introduced to the US market in 1993. It
was an exceptionally accurate round, Kenny Jarrett shooting a 5 round 0.070inch
(1,8mm) group at 100m with the rifle.

R 14500.00

F143

10,75x68mm Sporting Mauser B-Type Rifle
Mauser caliber manufactured in 1926. Rifle has 24" round medium weight barrel
with tangent rear sight graduated to 1000mm. Marked "Waffen Fabrik Mauser a
N" on left hand side of action. Standard round action with quarter turn magazine
release lever. Rifle is 100% original, fully functional and complete, matching
numbers throughout including all parts and stock. Original finish on metal and
wood, very good original condition overall, bore is excellent. For the Mauser
collector.

R 38500.00

F144

.458win mag FN Safari Grade Sporting Rifle
FN logo to receiver which is factory drilled and tapped for scope use with swept
bolt handle, Side safety and adjustable trigger with lever release floor plate, barrel
length of 24,5" with single leaf adjustable rear sight and ramp fore sight. Wrap
around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, Monte Carlo type
cheek piece to well figuered Walnut stock. Overall good original condition.

R 14500.00

F145

.338win mag Browning Semi Auto Rifle
Rifle fitted with Weaver K4W scope, barrel of 24" has folding leaf rear sight and
ramp front sight, three round magazine. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two
panel chequering to grip, solid Browning recoil pad to butt. Excellent original
condition.

R 14500.00

F146

16ga Midland S/S Shotgun
Side lock action with nitro proofed 28,25" Damascus barrels, barrels show some
loss of finish from carrying, extensive engraving to action, wrap around flap top
chequering to wrist and fore-end, good plus bores, tight action. Good overall
condition.
12ga Zabala S/S Shotgun - Cased
In maker's leather hard case. Side lock ejector with 32" barrels choked full and
half, Gun has full scroll engraving to colour case hardened action. Excellent bores
with tight action, semi pistol grip walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore-end.
Good to good plus condition.

R 6500.00

F147

R 12500.00

F148

12ga FN-Browning B25 A1 O/U Shotgun
B25 Model in grade A1, known in America as the "superposed". Ribbed barrels of
26,5" choked 1.2 & 1/4. Single selective trigger, ejector action. Straight grip stock
with fine wrap-around chequering to wrist & fore-end. A game gun in excellent
condition.

R 25000.00

F149

12ga Aya S/S Sidelock Ejector Shotgun
Top grade sidelock ejector with hand detachable locks. Barrel length of 28" with
2,75" chambers. "Electro Chromed Demiblock Barrels". Very well figured
walnut stock with straight English grip and wrap around chequering to butt &
wrist. Chequering to wooden butt plate. Good plus condition.

R 22500.00
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F150

F151

12ga Merkel O/U Shotgun
Top grade ejector gun with hand detachable sidelocks forward hinged double
trigger mechanism. Full scroll engraving to locks & action with cocking indicators
to licks. Three piece fore-end and straight gripped English styled butt of decent
grade walnut. Wrap-around chequering to wrist and fore-end. Barrels of 28"
choked 3/4 & 1/2. Mint bores, mint overall condition.
10ga By Calderwood Of Dublin S/S Shotgun
Well figured Damascus barrels of 30,25", bar action hammer locks marked to
"Calderwood & Son Dublin", well figured walnut stock with skeleton butt plate
added to it. Gun is in particularly good professionally refinished condition with
bright colour case hardening to hammers and action and crisp chequering to
stock. Scarce to find a gun of this vintage in particularly good condition.

R 35000.00

R 5500.00

F152
F153

No Item
.500/450 H&H Royal Double Rifle-Scoped
Fitted with Zeiss Diavari VM 1,5 -6 x 42 Telescope on quick detachable factory
mounts. Three leaf express sight to 26" barrels, bores of which are in good
condition. Barrels marked "Holland & Holland. 98 New Bond Street. London.
Winners of all the "field" rifle trials London". Weight with scope=11,5lbs. w/o
scope=10,25lbs. Full scroll engraving to side locks and action, lower part of action
marked "Charge 70 grains cordite Case 3 1/4" . Select grade walnut with
teardrops, shadow line cheek piece and red silvers pad. Extended upper tang to
stock. All in very good original condition.

F154

.244H&Hmag Holland & Holland Rifle - Cased
In H&H factory case with trade label and compartments for accessories. Scoped
with Zeiss Diatal - C 4x32mm scope on H&H QD mounts. Barrel length of 24,5"
with two leaf rear sight, barrel band swivel and fore sight with folding hood. Barrel
marked "Holland & Holland 13 Bruton Street London". Side safety and
adjustable trigger to action. Magnum styled magazine box with straddle type
floorplate. Monte-Carlo styled stock of high grade walnut with wrap around
chequering to wrist & fore-end. Leather bound pad. Very good bore, good plus
condition.

F155

12ga Stevens S/S Hammer Gun - Cased
Steel barrels of 30", tatty looking gun and case.

R 2500.00

F156

12ga Cogswell & Harrison S/S Shotgun - Cased
"Desideratum" model in leather carry case. Manufacturer's letter confirming that
shotgun was bought by the Hon. Cecil Parker in 1886 and he paid eighteen
guineas for it. Steel barrels of 30", weight of 6lb. 12,5oz. Good professionally
refinished condition.

R 6500.00

F157

.22lr BSA Martini Intl. Mk 2 Target Rifle - Cased
Includes wooden case with Parker Hale PH25B adjustable dioptre target rear
sight, Parker Hale Ph1 Tunnel fore sight with a variety of inserts, leather target
sling and palm stop. Rifle is in good original condition.

R 3500.00

R 650000.00

R 125000.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

G1
G2

No Item
.222rem Tikka T3 Sporter Rifle

Matt finish to 24" barrel. Laminated, multi toned wooden stock with
adjustable cheek piece, with side and bipod mounting rail. Five round
detachable magazine. Rifle "as new" in manufacturer's box.
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R 14000.00

G3

12ga Remington Arms Versamax S/A Shotgun - Cased
Ribbed 26" multi choked barrel with extended magazine tube and numerous
accessories including owners manual, three different spacers for adjusting length
of pull, Remington probe bore detachable muzzle brake, adjustable cheek piece
for stock, spare O rings, factory lock and various other items all in factory hard
plastic case. Excellent condition.

G4

12ga Nikko O/U Shotgun - Cased
Single selective trigger, ejectors, ribbed 27,5" barrels choked 3/4 & 1/2. Pistol
grip stock with weighted butt & ventilated recoil pad. In manufacturer's hard case.
Good bores, tight engraved action, some carrying wear to finish on bottom edges
of action. Good to good plus overall condition.
12ga FEG S/S Shotgun
Hungarian made gun with British nitro proof marks to 28" barrels, re-enforced
bolster to box lock double trigger mechanism with cocking indicators to both sides
of the action, straight English grip. Monte Carlo marking to both sides of the
action, good bores, tight action. Good plus original condition.

R 5500.00

G6

12ga Falcor O/U Trap Shotgun
French St Ettienne manufactured gun with ribbed 30" barrels, single selective
trigger and ejectors. Broad top rib, stock has been professionally modified, good
bores, tight action. Very good condition.

R 6500.00

G7

12ga Winchester Defender Pump Action Shotgun
Barrel of 18,5" with full length magazine and wooden stock. Excellent condition.

R 3250.00

G8

12ga Winchester Defender Pump Action Shotgun
Barrel of 18,5" with full length magazine and wooden stock. Excellent condition.

R 3250.00

G9

12ga Maverick Mod 88 Riot Shotgun
Barrel length of 18,5", black synthetic stock, excellent condition.

R 3250.00

G10

.204 Howa Mod 1500 S/S Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Vortex Viper 6,5-20X50 scope, a 30mm scope tube with external
parallax control, barrel length of 22" is threaded at muzzle for suppressor, black
synthetic stock. Overall good plus condition.

R 10000.00

G11

6x45mm Custom Rifle
Heavy profile 25" Mojet barrel fitted to a Zastava mini Mauser action, muzzle
threaded for silencer. Custom grey laminate stock, matt finish to metal work.
Excellent overall condition.
6x45 Griffon Custom Rifle
With 4X Bushnell Banner scope issued. Built on miniature Mauser Zastava
action, complete with side safety and mag release button. Rifle has a 22" barrel
which is threaded for a silencer, dark wood fore end tip and grip cap, two panel
chequering to both fore-end and grip, Monte Carlo type butt, good plus bore.
Good plus overall condition. This is a cartridge that performs well above its
weight.

R 14000.00

7,62x39mm Bisley Bushranger Sporting Rifle
Complete with Tasco Silver Antler scope on QD mounts and five round
detachable magazine. Barrel length of 21", cheekpiece to stock & chequered
wrist & fore-end. Excellent condition.
.30/30 Marlin Mod 336CS Lever Action Rifle
Equipped with Lynx 1,75-5X20 scope and off set hammer cocking extension.
Rifle is blued and has a 20" barrel. Overall excellent condition.
7,62x51mm Custom Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Redfield 4-12X scope, FN Mauser M98 action with low scope safety
and adjustable trigger, heavyish profile 26" barrel which is threaded for
suppressor, Butler Creek synthetic stock. All in very good condition

R 4500.00

G5

G12

G13

G14

G15
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R 2150.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

R 12000.00

G16

.30/06 Weatherby Vanguard Rifle
Barrel of 24" threaded for silencer, fitted with a left hand synthetic stock. Original
unused synthetic factory stock included. All very good plus condition.

G17

.300win mag Tikka T3 Hunter Rifle
Scoped with Vortex Viper 6,5-20X50 scope, 30mm tube with external parallax
adjustment, muzzle of 35" barrel threaded for suppressor, walnut stock. All in
extremely good condition.

G18

.303 S.M.L.E Sporter Rifle
Cut down and reprofiled fore-end and butt which has a recoil pad fitted. Good
overall condition.
.303 LSA Sporterised Rifle
Rifle is still in standard military configuration, is fitted with a 4X40 telescope. Good
overall condition.
.303 Lee Enfield sporterised Rifle
Shortened fore-end, ramp front sight fitted. Recoil pad to butt. WR to receiver.
Good overall condition.
8x57mm Mauser Sporting Rifle - Scoped
Military profile barrel of 24" with German commercial proofs to it. Nikko Sterling
Gold Crown 3-9x32mm scope, low scope safety, two panel chequering to fore
end and wrist, Monte Carlo type butt and solid red Pachmayr Old English type
recoil pad. Very good condition.

R 1500.00

.38spl/357mag Rossi Puma Lever Action Rifle
Barrel length of 20", full length magazine tube. Very good condition with refinished
stock.
.375ruger Howa Mod 1500 Rifle & Accessories
Leupold VXII 2-7X33mm scope fitted, barrel of 20", aftermarket laminated
wooden stock. Accessories of 42x Hornady factory cases and original factory
synthetic stock. All in excellent condition

R 4750.00

G19

G20

G21

G22

G23

R 8500.00

R 18000.00

R 2500.00

R 1250.00

R 7500.00

R 11000.00

G24

.257wby Ruger S/Steel Rifle
Stainless rings to stainless barrel and action, which has a 26" barrel. Winchester
model 70 type safety, adjustable trigger and lever release floor plate, relatively
heavy profile factory laminated varminter stock. Excellent overall condition
including bore.

R 9500.00

G25

.303 Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle
Built on the No. 4 Mk 1* action,rifle has open sights to a 22" barrel. Sporting
profile fore-end, military butt has been slimmed down and had a recoil pad fitted
to it.
12ga. Atis CX12 Pump-Action Shotgun
Riot gun with six rd. capacity box magazine. Barrel length of 18,5" length with
"Poly-choke" variable choke incorporating muzzle brake fitted. Also has steel
heatshield to barrel. Side folding stock. Very good condition.

R 1250.00

G26

Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal
announcement during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the
property listed in this catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the
said property that we act for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
14% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.25%)
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R 2500.00

c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 14% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have
assumed full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions
contained herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence
or permit for possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences.
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against the prevailing
terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction
purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the
Itdealer
is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any,
between the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or
body not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have
been settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in
cash or in Bank Cleared funds.
All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners
Club International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of
the aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or
Charge Card settlements.
No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the
purchaser, in addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law,
including but without limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price,
then we at our sole discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in
full or collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be
deemed to be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and
recover reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property
and/or the purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer
may not be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any
other party, in this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser
liable for all costs including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges
due hereunder, our attorneys fees and incidental charges.
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All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of
this clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent
from the seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale
date, of any item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of
ZAR 150-00 per calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in
advance from the first day of the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the
event that the purchaser fails in his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms,
may at its own discretion, resell such item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their
catalogued number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer
shall be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in
the sole opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the
sole right to determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale
records shall be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be
liable only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include
payment for consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required
by the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the
consignor’s behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.
8. All lots are sold “Voetstoots”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or
packers including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own
insurance and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms,
are governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent,
order-bid or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these
Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
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These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and
purchasers and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or
modification of the terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual
auction, we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in
writing on the bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In
the event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We
accept no responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty
to bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than
the estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the
floor. By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM

To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 60 to be held on 24th November 2018
Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 0n 22nd March 2018
Lot No.

Description:

Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;
Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Fax:
Cell :
Email:
Signature :
Date:
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